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Summary

Climatic changes as a result of increasing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
is now evident and so are the consequences on human and natural system.
Though, globally some regions benefit from climate change most regions,
particular in the tropics and higher latitudes face adverse consequences. For
cities in sub-Saharan Africa the expected 1.5o C increase in global temperature
calls for an urgent reflexion towards low carbon, climate resilient development
driven pathways in view of the rapid population growth, deep and persistent
poverty, displacement, relocation (often forced), and emerging new climatic
risks. System dynamic (SD) models are useful because they try to simulate
behaviour of systems and test policy options. However, there is a need for
local SD modelling exercises to understand location specific–climate risks
and vulnerabilities to implement successful climate compatible development
strategies.
System dynamic models usually rely on quantitative data sparing out
interactions and complexities that are qualitative in nature. This is also
evident with system dynamic models trying to simulate climate change impacts, adaptations and vulnerabilities. To be able to explain, predict and
understand complexity qualitative phenomena–that can play a substantive
role in systems–should be included. The exclusion of such qualitative concepts
can bring into question the conclusion arrived at and the models relation to
reality. Additionally, quantitative system dynamic models face the issues of
low data availability, routine challenges of measurement and quantification,
and the inclusion of uncertain information in the model. This limits their
applicability in modelling complex system dynamics in data scarce regions
such as emerging economies and low-income countries. Qualitative system
modelling would be the ideal choice to overcome the aforementioned problems, however, no dynamical analysis of the system through time is possible
due to the qualitative nature and uncertainty in numerical data obtained,
which makes the formulation of mathematical models difficult. This limits
qualitative system dynamic models in predicting the behaviour of systems as
well as evaluating development strategies and policy options. Hence, there is
a need for semi-quantitative SD modelling methods to address issues faced
by quantitative and qualitative modelling methods. Semi-quantitative/mixed
modelling methods such as FCMs, i) provide an approach for developing
better more context specific instruments, ii) provide a holistic and compreiii
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hensive understanding of the research problem and iii) shows how causal
processes propagate. In this regard, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) a powerful expert driven soft-computing method to model system dynamics (SD),
and is increasingly being used in socio-ecological systems analysis, urban
planning, and management, medicine, and business intelligence among others.
However, FCMs suffer from several drawbacks and limitations thus rendering
it not fully capably of modelling complex qualitative system dynamics.
The aim of this study was to design a flexible fuzzy cognitive mapping
approach that is capable of modelling and analysing the behaviour of complex
qualitative systems. The motivation for designing such a method is to help
analyse the behaviour of complex social-environmental-technological systems,
specifically, to understand the manifestation of climate risks and analyse
possible policy options and development pathways. To achieve this objective
an in-depth analysis of the capabilities of traditional FCMs and its advances
in modelling complex qualitative systems were analysed. A flexible approach
was designed based on cogitating complex system dynamic properties and
exploring issues that need to be addressed in FCMs to be able to model
complex qualitative SD. The efficacy of this approach, was tested in the light
of a real world case of the socio-environmental-technological consequences of
heavy rainfall in Kampala, Uganda.
Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (GFCMs) are expert driven that can
capture and model complex causal reasoning. GFCMs use fuzzy rules to
represent dynamics of concepts and relations (perceived), including the time
dynamics of relations. GFCMs introduces several, single-layer perceptrons’
to simulate dynamics, i.e. temporally explicit development of concepts and
relations. The results explains, the relative, and absolute change the system
undergoes overtime and can also model time decayed and lagged dynamic
influences. The results of the simulations using GFCMs explains the evolution of a system to a greater detail while overcoming most drawbacks. It
is concluded that GFCMs are a possible improvement over most methods
trying to model complex qualitative SD.
Finally, the outcome of this study is to help robust decision-making, in the
light of uncertainty and complexity. This study can be useful two groups of
stakeholders i) researchers that try model the behaviour of complex systems
in data scarce environments/regions and ii) decision-makers that wish to
try, test and evaluate several development strategies and policy options or
pathways for a given system.
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Samenvatting

Klimaatveranderingen als gevolg van de toenemende uitstoot van broeikasgassen in de atmosfeer zijn nu duidelijk zichtbaar, evenals de gevolgen voor
de menselijke en natuurlijke systemen. Hoewel sommige regio’s wereldwijd
profiteren van de klimaatverandering, hebben de meeste regio’s, met name in
de tropen en op grotere breedtegraden, te kampen met negatieve gevolgen.
De verwachte globale temperatuurstijging van 1.5o C zorgt voor een noodzakelijke reflexie in Afrikaanse steden bezuiden de Sahara ten opzichte van
een koolstofarme klimaatbestendige ontwikkeling met oogmerk op de snelle
bevolkingsgroei, de diepe en aanhoudende armoede, de ontheemding, de
(vaak gedwongen) verplaatsing en de nieuwe klimaatrisico’s. DS-modellering
is een krachtige aanpak die in toenemende mate wordt gebruikt om de
overgang naar een klimaatvriendelijk ontwikkelingstraject te bevorderen. Dynamisch systeem (DS)-modellen zijn nuttig omdat ze proberen het gedrag
van systemen te simuleren en beleidsopties te testen. Er is echter nood aan
en lokale DS-modelleringsoefeningen om locatie-specifieke klimaatrisico’s en
kwetsbaarheden te begrijpen om succesvolle klimaat compatibele ontwikkelingsstrategieën te kunnen implementeren.
Dynamisch systeem-modellen berusten meestal op kwantitatieve gegevens
die interacties en complexiteiten met een kwalitatief karakter vermijden. Dit
blijkt ook duidelijk uit de DS-modellen die proberen de effecten, aanpassingen
en kwetsbaarheden van de klimaatverandering te simuleren. Om de complexiteit te kunnen verklaren, voorspellen en begrijpen moeten kwalitatieve
fenomenen - die een belangrijke rol kunnen spelen in systemen - worden
opgenomen. De uitsluiting van dergelijke kwalitatieve concepten kan de
conclusie en de modellen in relatie tot de werkelijkheid op losse schroeven
zetten. Bovendien worden kwantitatieve DS-modellen geconfronteerd met de
problemen van lage beschikbaarheid van gegevens, routinematige uitdagingen van meting en kwantificering, en de opname van onzekere informatie
in het model beperkt hun toepasbaarheid in het modelleren van complexe
DS in dataschrikkende omgevingen zoals opkomende economieën en lageinkomenslanden. Kwalitatieve systeemmodellering zou de ideale keuze zijn
om de bovengenoemde problemen te overwinnen, maar een dynamische analyse van het systeem in de tijd is niet mogelijk door de kwalitatieve aard en
de onzekerheid van de verkregen numerieke gegevens, wat de formulering van
wiskundige modellen moeilijk maakt. Dit beperkt kwalitatieve DS-modellen
v
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in het voorspellen van het gedrag van systemen en het evalueren van ontwikkelingsstrategieën en beleidsopties. Daarom is er behoefte aan semi-kwantitatieve
DS-modelleringsmethoden om problemen met kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve
modelleringsmethoden aan te pakken. Semi-kwantitatieve/gemengde modelleringsmethoden zoals FCM’s, i) biedt een aanpak voor het ontwikkelen van
betere, meer context specifieke instrumenten, ii) biedt een holistisch en alomvattend inzicht in het onderzoeksprobleem en iii) verklaart de bevindingen
of hoe causale processen werken. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) is in dit
verband een krachtige, door experts aangestuurde soft-computing methode
om DS te modelleren, en wordt steeds vaker gebruikt in onder andere sociaalecologische systeemanalyse, stadsplanning en management, geneeskunde en
business intelligence. FCM’s hebben echter te kampen met verschillende
nadelen en beperkingen, waardoor het niet volledig geschikt is om complexe
kwalitatieve systeemdynamica te modelleren.
Het doel van deze studie was het ontwerpen van een flexibele FCMbenadering die in staat is het gedrag van complexe kwalitatieve systemen
te modelleren en te analyseren. De motivatie voor het ontwerpen van een
dergelijke methode is om het gedrag van complexe sociaal- en milieu technologische systemen te helpen analyseren, in het bijzonder om de manifestatie
van klimaatrisico’s en kwetsbaarheden te begrijpen en mogelijke beleidsopties/ontwikkelingstrajecten te analyseren. Om dit doel te bereiken werd
een diepgaande analyse van de mogelijkheden van traditionele FCM’s en de
vooruitgang in het modelleren van complexe kwalitatieve systemen geanalyseerd. Er werd een flexibele aanpak ontworpen op basis van het in kaart
brengen van de dynamische eigenschappen van complexe systemen en het
verkennen van kwesties die moeten worden aangepakt om complexe kwalitatieve DS te kunnen modelleren. De doeltreffendheid van deze flexibele
aanpak werd getest in het licht van een reëel geval van de sociaal- en milieutechnologische gevolgen van de hoge intensiteit van de regenval in Kampala,
Oeganda.
Algemene Fuzzy Cognitieve Kaarten (AFCK) zijn door experts gedreven
en kunnen complexe causale redeneringen vastleggen en modelleren. AFCK’s
gebruiken vage regels om de dynamiek van concepten en relaties (waargenomen) weer te geven, inclusief de tijdsdynamiek van relaties. AFCK’s
introduceren verschillende, eenlaagse perceptrons’ om de dynamiek te simuleren, d.w.z. de temporele expliciete ontwikkeling van concepten en relaties.
De resultaten verklaren, de relatieve en absolute verandering die het systeem
ondergaat, de relatieve en absolute verandering die het systeem ondergaat,
en kunnen ook een model zijn voor de tijd vergaan en vertraagde dynamische
invloeden. De resultaten van de simulaties met behulp van AFCK’s verklaren
de evolutie van een systeem tot in detail, terwijl de meeste nadelen worden
overwonnen. Geconcludeerd wordt dat AFCK’s een mogelijke verbetering
zijn ten opzichte van de meeste methoden om complexe kwalitatieve DS te
modelleren.
Tot slot is de uitkomst van deze studie bedoeld om te helpen bij een
vi

robuuste besluitvorming, in het licht van onzekerheid en de complexiteit.
Deze studie kan nuttig zijn voor twee groepen van belanghebbenden: i)
onderzoekers die het gedrag van complexe systemen in dataschaarse omgevingen/regio’s proberen te modelleren en ii) besluitvormers die verschillende
ontwikkelingsstrategieën en beleidsopties of -trajecten voor een bepaald systeem willen uitproberen, testen en evalueren.
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Introduction

1

1. Introduction

1.1 System dynamics and complex systems
System Dynamics (SD) is a computer-aided approach to understand the
behaviour of complex systems such as cities, climate, ecosystems and for
policy analysis and design [1]. SD initially developed by Jay W. Forrester
[2] deals with how things change through time, which mostly covers what
most people find important. SD involves analysing and interpreting real life
systems fed into computer simulation models which allows one to see, how
the structure and decision-making policies in a system create its behaviour.
A complex system is a system composed of many components which
interact with each other. Complex systems is characterised as any system
featuring a large number of interacting components (agents, processes, etc.)
that is often difficult to understand, and hard to solve[3, 4]. It requires the
development, or the use of, new scientific tools, non-linear models, out-of
equilibrium descriptions, and computer simulations [3]. Complex SD relating
to city dynamics, socio-economic, socio-ecological, socio-technological and
livelihood systems can be described as ‘complex qualitative systems’. These
systems are identified as complex qualitative systems because qualitative
systems analysis relates to the study of soft knowledge domains (e.g. political
sciences, history, international relations, organization theory) [5, 6]. Furthermore, since there is no unified definition of complexity, the following
statements helps build an understanding of what might constitute a complex
qualitative system:
• A system is a group of interacting or interrelated entities/concepts that
form a unified whole [7]
• A system where these interacting or interrelated entities/concepts can
be both definitive and abstract [8]
– Definite interactions are fixed, certain or clear, whereas
– Abstract interactions are ideas, feelings or qualities
• Systems that are “complex” have distinct properties that arise from
these relationships, such as but not limited to non-linearity, co-evolution,
distributed control, emergence, spontaneous order, adaptation, and
feedback loops [3, 9].
Therefore, a ‘complex qualitative system’ can be defined as a system of
interacting concepts that can be both definite, and abstract and have distinct
properties that arise from relationships as detailed above.

1.2 Early attempts in modelling the complexities of
qualitative systems dynamics
SD methods such as Cognitive maps (CMs) proposed by Axelrod [10] is a
tool to analyse in a graphical way, real-world social systems that are ill structured. CMs were designed to capture and analyse causal reasoning of experts
2
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with respect to a certain domain. CMs are signed digraphs where concepts
are represented as nodes, and edges are causal connections [11]. Axelrod
[10] distinguishes CMs from functional and weighted CMs. In functional
and weighted cognitive maps the signed digraph is replaced with positive
or negative numbers, which helps explain and analyse the direction as well
as the magnitude of the change. Both these types of CMs helps with the
identification of key concepts and their interactions in a system of interest,
however, no dynamical analysis of the system through time is possible due
to the qualitative nature and uncertainty in numerical data obtained making
the formulation of mathematical models difficult [6].
Nearly, a decade later, Kosko [5] introduced Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs)
a SD method to model the behaviour dynamic systems [6]. FCMs like CMs
is a graphical representation of a system with nodes representing concepts
and weighted links between these nodes explaining their relationship. FCMs,
as explained in [5, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] are increasingly been used to model and
analyse the behaviour of qualitative systems [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Over the last 30 years, this fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM)
approach has become increasingly popular due to the ease of design and the
low computational requirements for simulating qualitative SD [31, 32], largely
using two forms of application, and connected data use and generation: 1) the
deductive approach-employing knowledge that is gathered by interviewing
experts from the area of application; 2) the inductive approach-an automated
and semi-automated approach designed for learning FCM rules based on
historical data [21, 33, 24, 34, 35].

1.3 Need for semi-quantitative system dynamic
modelling methods
SD methods are increasingly being used to explain the behaviour of complex systems. SD models that try to simulate the behaviour of systems
usually rely on quantitative data sparing out interactions and complexities that are qualitative in nature. This is evident with SD models trying
to simulate climate change impacts, adaptations and vulnerabilities. To
be able to explain, predict and understand complexity, it is argued [6, 36,
37, 38] that qualitative phenomena—that can play a substantive role in
systems—should be included. The exclusion of such qualitative concepts can
bring into question the conclusion arrived at and the models relation to reality.
Climatic changes as a result of increasing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is now evident and so are the consequences on human and natural
systems [39, 40]. Though, globally some regions benefit from climate change
most regions, particularly in the tropics and higher altitudes face adverse
consequences [40]. For cities in sub-Saharan Africa the expected 1.50 C increase in global temperature calls for an urgent reflexion towards low carbon,
3
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climate resilient development driven pathways in view of the rapid population
growth, deep and persistent poverty, displacement, relocation (often forced),
and emerging new climatic risks [41]. In this regard quantitative SD models
have been useful in generating knowledge and evidence for global, regional
and country level climate change interventions. Nonetheless, sub-national and
local SD modelling exercises are of particular importance, especially for urban
Africa to understand climate risks, and vulnerabilities and to implement
successful climate change adaptation strategies. Quantitative SD models face
the issues of low data availability, routine challenges in measurement, and
quantification, and the inclusion of uncertain information in the model. This
limits their applicability in modelling complex SD in data scarce environments such as emerging economies and low-income countries. Qualitative
system modelling would be the ideal choice to overcome the aforementioned
problems, however, no dynamical analysis of the system through time is
possible due to the qualitative nature and uncertainty in numerical data
obtained, which makes the formulation of mathematical models difficult [6].
This limits qualitative SD models in predicting the behaviour of systems as
well as evaluating development strategies and policy options. Hence, there is
a need for semi-quantitative SD modelling methods to address issues faced
by quantitative and qualitative modelling methods. Semi-quantitative/mixed
modelling methods such as FCMs, i) provide an approach for developing better more context specific instruments, ii) provide a holistic and comprehensive
understanding of the research problem and iii) show how causal processes
propagate.
FCMs in this regard is emerging as a powerful soft-computing method
to model SD. FCMs are increasingly being used in socio-ecological systems
[17, 18, 19, 22, 21, 25, 42, 43, 44] analysis, urban planning [45, 46, 47, 24],
medicine [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54] and business intelligence [55, 56]. However,
FCMs suffer from several drawbacks rendering it incapable of fully modelling
SD. Some of these limitations relate to the incomplete (i) consideration of the
semantics of causality [6] and hence the limited capture, representation and
simulation of causal dynamics; ii) inclusion of time relations [6, 57, 58, 59];
iii) capture, representation and simulation of fuzziness [33, 57, 60]; and iv)
simulation of dynamics due to the use of single layer perceptron mechanisms
[6].

1.4 Motivation and outline
The aim of this study was to design a flexible FCM approach that is capable
of modelling and analysing the behaviour of complex qualitative systems.
The motivation for designing such a method is to help analyse the behaviour
of complex social-environmental-technological systems, specifically, to understand the manifestation of climate risks and to analyse possible policy
options and development pathways.
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To achieve this the following research objectives were defined:
1) Analyse FCMs capability in modelling complex qualitative SD
2) Design an approach that overcomes the limitations in conventional
FCMs in modelling complex qualitative SD
3) Test the proposed approach in modelling the time dynamics in complex
qualitative systems
4) Model a real world complex qualitative system and demonstrate the
approaches capability in simulating its behaviour
This dissertation is written in the format of a monograph and is based
on the following papers:
1) A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. A generalised fuzzy
cognitive mapping approach for modelling complex systems. Applied
Soft Computing, 84, 2019.
2) A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps: Considering The Time Dynamics Between A Cause And
An Effect. Applied Soft Computing (Submitted), 2019.
3) A. Nair, D. Reckien, P. Mukwaya, S. Lwasa, and M. van Maarseveen.
Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps: Modelling Perceived Flood Risks
in Kampala. Environmental Modelling & Software (Submitted), 2019.
The thesis comprises of six chapters, the four (2-5) chapters correspond
to the research findings related to the four research objectives. Chapter six
presents the synthesis of the research.
Chapter One, introduces SD, complex systems, research methods used to
analyse complexities in qualitative systems and the justifies the need for methods that can provide holistic and comprehensive understanding of a system or
a research problem and explain how causal dynamics and processes propagate.
Chapter Two, explains in detail “traditional” FCMs, a powerful tool
used to model the dynamics of qualitative systems. In this chapter, the
capabilities of FCMs and other FCMs extensions are analysed in the light
of modelling complex qualitative SD. Based on these findings, characteristics that need to be considered when modelling complex qualitative SD
is cogitated and problems associated with their inclusion in FCMs is discussed.
Chapter Three, explains in detail the proposed approach for modelling
complex qualitative systems. This approach is explained in the light of real
world case. In this chapter, the study area is discussed, followed by the detail
explanation of the framework and the methods used to model complex SD.
This framework is the mainstay of the proposed “Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive
5
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Maps”. In this chapter, the Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping approach
as a tool for eliciting, representing and simulating the dynamics of complex
qualitative systems is explained.
In Chapter Four, the Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping approach
is tested using a real world case. Here time relations are emphasised when
modelling SD. In this chapter the approaches capability of modelling the
time dynamics of causal relations is tested. The findings of these tests are
presented. Additionally, the strengths of the approach in modelling complex
qualitative systems is discussed in light of the results.
In Chapter Five, the real world case of the socio-environmental-technological
consequences of heavy rainfall in Kampala, Uganda is modelled. The relative
and absolute change concepts experience overtime is explained. Additionally,
an alternate storyline is modelled to understand the dynamics of the system
and to evaluate policy (climate change adaptations) options in reducing the
risks associated with heavy rainfall. The simulation results and interesting
findings are presented in this chapter.
Chapter Six, presents the synthesis of this study in the light of the
research objectives. Additionally, the strengths, limits, usefulness of the
method in modelling complex qualitative SD and the future research agenda
are discussed.
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Based on: [1] A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. A generalised fuzzy
cognitive mapping approach for modelling complex systems. Applied Soft Computing, 84,
2019.
and
[2] A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps:
Considering The Time Dynamics Between A Cause And An Effect. Applied Soft Computing
(Submitted), 2019.
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This chapter gives an overview of “traditional” FCMs, analyses some
important advances in FCMs to understand problems that these approaches
addresses and their limitations in modelling complex SD. Additionally, SD
properties are cogitated and important problems that needs to be overcome
to be able to model complex qualitative SD using FCMs is elaborated.

2.1 “Traditional” Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs)
Kosko [5] introduced “Fuzzy cognitive maps” to explain the behaviour of
qualitative SD by way of causal reasoning using the belief or perception of
expert knowledge. Kosko [12] defined FCMs as “Fuzzy signed directed graphs
with feedback” and he suggested that they are “analogous to how neural
networks learn” [59]. Furthermore, FCMs developed by Kosko [5, 12, 13, 16]
were meant to be a combination of fuzzy logic and neural networks that can
predict the change in concepts represented in cognitive maps [6].
FCMs as it has come to be known, consist of concepts (linguistic terms)
expressed by nodes. Directed arrows with weights explain the relationship
between the concepts. These weights describe the strength of the causal
relationships with ({-1, 0} and {0, 1}) representing a causal decrease and
increase, respectively. Concepts and their interactions are represented by
nodes and directed arrows with weights—explains the arrangement of a
(given) system. Figure 2.1 is an example of a graphical representation of the
arrangement of a hypothetical system.
Figure 2.1: Example of a fuzzy cognitive map

Source:[57]
Table 2.1 is an example of a weight matrix of a traditional fuzzy cognitive
8
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map with the numbers representing potential weights (wij ) as shown in the
directed graph of Figure 2.1. This matrix representation allows for standard
algebraic operations for finding relationships between nodes and to automatically learn weights [6].
Table 2.1: Example of a weight (wij ) matrix of a traditional fuzzy cognitive
map Figure 2.1

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

C1
0
0
0
0
0
0

C2
-0.65
0
0
0.8
0
0

C3
0
0
0
0
0
0

C4
-0.6
0.65
-0.85
0
-0.95
0

C5
0.6
0
0
-0.2
0
0

C6
0
-0.85
0.1
0
-0.75
0

Source:[57]
FCMs introduced by Kosko [5] are simulated using the mathematical
formulation expressed in Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2 or Equation 2.3.



Cj (t + 1) = f 

n
X



wij • Ci (t)

(2.1)

i=1
i6=j

where n is the number of concepts, Cj (t + 1) is the value of concept at
the next iteration, Ci (t) is the value of the concept at iteration t and wij is
the weight relation of the interaction between the cause and the effect. This
is then mapped to a predefined universe of discourse using transformation
functions. The most common transformation functions used in FCMs are the
sigmoid and hyperbolic transformation functions [31] expressed in Equation
2.2 and Equation 2.3 respectively:

f (x) =

1
1 + e−(λx)

(2.2)

f (x) =

eλx − e−λx
eλx + e−λx

(2.3)

Concepts and their relations in FCMs as envisioned by Kosko [5] is
modelled using a combination of fuzzy logic and recurrent neural networks
[6, 8, 57, 58, 61, 62]. Though, FCMs are a powerful soft-computing method
9
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to model SD they suffer from several drawbacks rendering it incapable of
fully modelling complex qualitative SD. Some of these limitations relate to
the incomplete (i) consideration of the semantics of causality [6] and hence
the limited capture, representation and simulation of causal dynamics; ii)
inclusion of time relations [6, 8, 57, 58, 59]; iii) capture, representation and
simulation of fuzziness [33, 57, 60]; and iv) simulation of dynamics due to
the use of single layer perceptron mechanisms [6].

2.2 Advances in FCMs related to modelling and
simulation
In this section important advacements in FCMs is analysed to understand
their capability in modelling complex qualitative systems. A brief review of
the advances is presented on their capabilities in modelling SD, drawing from
the works of Papageorgiou [32] and Carvalho [6]. The analysis of these advances in terms of modelling complex qualitative SD is presented in Table 2.2.
(A) Extended FCMs (E-FCMs), introduced by Hagiwara [63], was the first
advancement in FCMs that represented causality using fuzzy rules.
Fuzzy rules were used to represent non-linearity in causal relations.
E-FCMs also tires to incorporate the time dynamics of relations by
introducing explicit time delays.
(B) Fuzzy Time Cognitive Maps (FTCMs), were introduced by Park and
Kim [64]. It was the first attempt to enhance knowledge representation and simulation by introducing non-crisp intervals. This method
also introduced time lags between cause-effect relations by introducing
dummy nodes and value-preserving links. Each dummy node in FTCMs
represents a unit-time lag. Additionally, each edge has two kinds of
relative weights, the strength and the time lag determined by fuzzy
linguistic values.
(C) Rule Based Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (RB-FCMs), were developed as a
tool to model qualitative SD [36, 65, 66, 67, 38, 37]. It advises the
representation of concept’s relations such as probabilistic, possibilistic,
and time dependent. It introduces a fuzzy rule base that enables the
representation of causal reasoning including non-linear, non-monotonic,
or asymmetric relations. RB-FCMs also introduces B-Time or the
temporal resolution in which the system is observed and simulated.
Time delays are also modelled using RB-FCMs. RB-FCMs also try to
improve the accuracy of the area of fuzzy membership functions by
introducing a new fuzzy operation, the Fuzzy Carry Accumulation.
(D) Dynamic Cognitive Networks (DCNs), [68] is possibly the first paper
that tries to separate the notion of a concept and a neuron while briefly
10
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touching on the semantics of a cause and an effect. DCNs also introduce
time delays between a cause and effect. The Laplacian framework is
used to define and simulate causal relations in DCNs. It is also one
of the first studies that attempted to model the dynamics of complex
systems, however, DCNs deviates considerably from the semantics of
FCMs.
(E) Temporal Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (tFCMs), [69] is an extension of FCMs
where discrete temporal domains are defined between concepts and
their relations using fuzzy logic. Since time units within knowledge
are different, i.e. because the sources of knowledge are different, a
transformation algorithm is used to convert different time units to a
tFCMs with a unified time unit for inference.
(F) Papageorgiou and Iakovidis [70, 71] developed Intuitionistic Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (iFCM). Intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFS) and reasoning were
introduced to handle the experts’ hesitancy for decision-making. IFS
generalise the fuzzy sets by treating membership as a fuzzy logical value
rather than a single truth-value.
(G) Salmeron [72, 73] proposed Fuzzy Grey Cognitive Maps (FGCM).
FGCM is based on Grey Systems Theory which can handle information
in uncertain environments. This methods addresses the issue of uncertainty and co-evaluates human hesitancy by introducing greyness into
the value of the concept as well as causal relations. A grey number is a
number whose accurate value is unknown and thus elicits information
in an interval range.
(H) Belief-Degree Distributed Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (BDD-FCMs), [74]
were introduced to take into account uncertainty in the reasoning of
experts. Belief structures are used to design or construct the system
under observation. This method was developed to overcome difficulties
when expressing concepts and their relations using linguistic terms. In
BDD-FCMs, a crisp linguistic value is converted in an interval and then
into belief structures. The similarity of experts reasoning is computed
using a modification of Langfield-Smith algorithm. However, BDDFCMs deviates considerably from the semantics of FCMs.
(I) Rough Cognitive Maps (RCMs), were proposed as a FCM extension
based on Rough Sets theory [75]. Rough Sets is introduced to enhance
the representation of concepts and their relations including uncertainty.
Furthermore, RCMs also sets up time-delays to explain the evolution
of the system through time.
(J) Enhanced FCMs [33, 57], are first of their kind to introduce fuzziness
and ambiguity when simulating FCMs. Triangular fuzzy numbers
11
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(TFNs) are used to represent and simulate concepts and their relations.
This method uses a modified version of Kosko’s [5] inference rules that
can handle fuzzy arithmetics’. This method helps address the issues
of uncertainty and vagueness when using FCMs to capture and model
expert knowledge.
(K) Timed Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (T-FCMs) [49], takes into consideration
the time evolution of any procedure and permits the production of intermediate results. This method deploys a multi-step simulation approach
wherein all possible time evolutions of initial states are evaluated. It
takes into consideration the evolution of a case, inserting additional
parameters that can change along the route of progression. This method
lets the professionals to insert changes to the system, keeping values
from the previous stages and observe the influence from the changes at
the corresponding time unit, potentially giving a different result.
The mentioned characteristics of these extensions are concisely summarized in Table 2.2, allowing for easy comparison and discussion of abilities,
strengths, and weaknesses. A number of them are instrumental for the
suggested approach. In particular, RB-FCMs and Enhanced FCMs see a
reference in the suggested work below.
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Table 2.2: Evaluation of FCMs extensions in modelling complex qualitative SD
FTCMs RBFCMs

FGCMs iFCMs

DCNs

RCMs

BDDFCMs

tFCMs

TFCMs

EnhancedFCMs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Not
explicit
No

No

No

Not
explicit
No

Not
explicit
No

No

No
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Is the study a methodological contribution?
Does methodological
contribution
demonstrate with simulations
the strengths and limits
using real-world case
studies?
Does the study seek in
modelling complex qualitative SD?
Does the study include
the different types of
causal relations such
as certain, probabilistic,
possibilistic and conditional?

EFCMs

Does the study allow
the representation of
dynamics of causal
such as non-linear,
non-monotonic
and
asymmetric
causal
relations?
Does the study allow
the representation of
uncertainty?
Does the study allow
the
representation
vagueness or hesitancy
in expert’s reasoning?
Does the study allow
the representation of
time relations between
a cause and an effect,
such as time lags and
delays?

EFCMs

FTCMs RBFCMs

FGCMs iFCMs

DCNs

RCMs

BDDFCMs

tFCMs

TFCMs

EnhancedFCMs

Yes

Not
explicit

Yes

No

Not
explicit

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Not
explicit
No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No
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FTCMs RBFCMs

FGCMs iFCMs

DCNs

RCMs

BDDFCMs

tFCMs

TFCMs

EnhancedFCMs

No

No

Not
explicit

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Not
explicit

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

[63]

[64]

[36,
37, 38,
65, 66,
67]

[72,
73]

[70,
71]

[68]

[75]

[74]

[69]

[49]

[33,
57]
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Does the study use a
multiple, single layer
perceptron or a multistep approach to simulate dynamics?
Does the study address
uncertainty when simulating SD?
Does the study explain
the evolution of the system through time?
Sources:

EFCMs
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RB-FCMs [36, 37, 38, 65, 66, 67] is an important advancement that
should be given due importance, it is possibly the only advancement that
tries to model complex SD considering the semantics when using FCMs.
However, it is limited in modelling “fuzziness” and time relations. The other
advancements in FCMs try to solve specific issues w.r.t to modelling the SD
for instance, Enhanced FCMs [57] tries to overcome the issue of modelling
“fuzziness” while FTCMs [64] try to model the time relations between causes
and effects. In the following sections, system dynamic properties are cogitated
to understand what need to be considered and the problems that needs to
be overcome to be able to model complex qualitative systems using FCMs.

2.3 Cogitating causal properties in dynamic systems
When modelling complex qualitative SD, ideally, FCMs should be able to
capture and model the dynamics of causal relations as perceived by experts.
This includes integrating and capturing certain properties of causal dynamics,
which may comprise, but are not limited to, the following:
• A cause can take various states at various instances in time
• A cause cannot have two states at a given instance in time (two states
are only possible in quantum superposition)
• A cause precedes the effect, therefore, temporal dependency is inherent
• A cause at a particular state must influence an increase or a decrease
only then is the effect felt
• A cause at a particular state can have dynamic influences on the effect
as a result of space-time expansion (i.e., a time lag, time delay or time
decay can change the influence one concept has on another)
• A cause can have a dynamic influence on the effect as a result of a change
in state (i.e., it can be non-linear, non-monotonic and asymmetric)
• The effect is only felt when there is a change in the state or strength of
the affected
• An effect can be a result of co-evolution
Most advances do not consider or overlook the dynamic properties of
causal relations. It is important that these causal properties are included
within FCMs to be able to model complex qualitative SD

2.4 Problems with FCMs in modelling system
dynamics
In this sections a few problems that need to be considered when modelling
the dynamics of complex qualitative systems are discussed.
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2.4.1 Problems with representing a concept
Most studies that use FCMs for scenario design, policy analysis, and evaluation[17, 18, 19, 24, 28, 30, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 76, 77] do not represent the
state of a concept, hence FCMs describes only the relative change concepts
undergo. The absolute change that a system undergoes is not known. Relative change tells us the rate of change that a concept undergoes, i.e., whether
there is an increase or a decrease. This means a large relative change can
cause a large change in a concept that is not important, while a small relative
change can cause a small change in a concept that is important. Therefore, it
is necessary to know the absolute change a concept experiences to understand
whether the relative change a concept experiences is important to the given
system.

2.4.2 Problems with representing and simulating fuzziness or
uncertainty
Traditional FCM approaches [17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 28, 30, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
76, 77] do not represent and simulate fuzziness when modelling SD. These
studies represent and simulate fuzzy information as singletons or crisp values
and hence are not fully “fuzzy” systems. This is due to the fact that Kosko’s
[5, 12, 13, 16] inference rule does not support fuzzy arithmetics’.

2.4.3 Problems with modelling dynamics using single layer perceptrons
FCMs uses a single layer perceptron to model SD. Hence studies that use
FCMs cannot model the dynamics of a system this is because, a single
layer perceptron cannot model a simple x-NOR function [78]. Additionally,
concepts are treated as artificial neurons or nodes and there is no separation
between a concept and a node in FCMs. Imlying, a concept which can be
a physical, measurable entity and qualitative, aggregate or abstract ideas
including ethical, political or aesthetic issues [26] is reduced to a single neuron
which represents a static entity or a simplification of a concept’s meaning.
Hence it is important to sepreate the notion of a concept from an artifical
neuron to be able to represent complex causal information [6, 68]. However,
most studies that use FCMs to model SD either knowingly or unknowingly
use multiple perceptron layers, however, most of these studies do not state
this explicitly [17, 18, 19, 24, 28, 30, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 76, 77].

2.4.4 Problems with the current implementation of time in FCMs
Temporal dependency is inherent in FCMs due to the fact that a cause
precedes an effect [6] and because FCMs have feedbacks [11, 57]. However,
traditional FCMs do not consider or model the dynamics of time [6, 57, 58].
In this section the problems with the various implementation of time are
discussed.
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2.4.4.1 Problems with modelling time implicitly in FCMs
T-FCMs proposed in [49] tries to model the time by using multiple, single
layer perceptron, though it is not explicitly mentioned it can be easily be
inferred. This approach takes into consideration the time evolution of any
procedure and permits the production of intermediate results. This method
deploys a multi-step simulation approach wherein all possible time evolutions
of initial states are evaluated. It takes into consideration the evolution of
a case, inserting additional parameters that can change along the route of
progression. Therefore this approach is capable at best the effects of ‘time
decayed dynamic influences’ 1 , using multiple, single layer perceptrons. However, it is not known if the strength of an influence of a cause can change or
behave in a dynamic manner. Additionally, it is not known if concepts and
causal connections can emerge or disappear overtime. Furthermore, in this
approach the time taken, for the effect of a cause to be felt is not considered.

2.4.4.2 Problems with modelling delays in FCMs
The conventional implementation of a delay in FCMs [63, 79] is modelled
using the following equation

(t)

Cj =

n
X

wij (Ci (t − delayij ) + Cj (t − delayij ))

(2.4)

i=1

The implementation of a delay using Equation 2.4 in FCMs is static. In
SD the time taken before the effects of a cause is felt can vary. This in
turn can create a dynamic influence based on the time taken for the effect
to be felt (‘time lagged dynamic influence’) and these are valid for causal
relations in most cases. These aspects should be considered as it can have an
influence on the dynamics of the system of interest being modelled else the
results produced can overestimate or underestimate the effect felt by concepts
thus questioning the model results in relation to reality. Additionally, the
implementation of the delay using Equation 2.4 in a neural network makes it
impossible to model a network as expressed in Figure 2.2. This is because
implementation of Equation 2.4 models a delayed activation of a concept and
not the delay in the causation itself.
In Figure 2.2, the weight on the arrows shows the unit-time delay. In
such a case as shown in Figure 2.2, the implementation of Equation 2.4 does
not trigger a delay of tD2 = 3 for the causal influence C1 → C4 but rather a
delay of two units. This is because C1 starts iterating (or is activated) after
t = 2 or the second time step, implying that the effect on C4 is felt after the
second iteration. Additionally, the delay models only a delayed start of the
1 A time decayed dynamic influence is the change in the strength of a causal interaction
given a change in the state/strength of the cause
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Figure 2.2: Example of network that cannot be modelled using delays

C1

tD1 = 2

C3

tD2 = 3

C4
C2

tD3 = 4

causal relation, whereas the time taken for the effect of a cause to be felt
may be recurrent. These dynamics are not addressed when implementing
delays in FCMs.

2.4.4.3 Problems with modelling time lags in FCMs
Park and Kim [64] introduced dummy nodes and value preserving links to
model the effects of time between causal relationships. Park and Kim’s [64]
time lags are a suitable implementation in FCMs because each causal relation
can have a defined time lag which is recurrent. Time lags unlike a time delays
does not force a delayed/controlled activation of a concept. Hence a time lag
does not face the issues experienced by a delay.
Figure 2.3 shows, Park and Kim’s [64] method of implementing dummy
nodes and value preserving links to modelled time lags in FCMs. Figure 2.3
shows the weight and the unit time lag of the interaction. The unit-time
t specifies the time lag. In this case a two-unit time lag is translated by
introducing one dummy node between the cause and the effect. Additionally,
the weight on the edges is split into two, with each edge taking the weight
wij . In the case of a weight with a negative polarity, the edge of the cause
takes the sign while the reaming edges take a positive polarity. This implementation is misleading when modelling negative numbers with the FCMs
inference. This implementation of time lags using the FCMs inference treats
a negative influence as positive when modelling a system. This issue needs to
be addressed before time lags can be used with FCMs. Park and Kim’s [64]
framework for assigning signs on the edges is also problematic as the authors
contradict their “sign” assignment framework in their following work [80].
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Figure 2.3: Park and Kim’s [64] implementation of Time lags in FCMs

wij (tij=2)
Ci

Cj
translated
wi,i1(1)

Ci

wi1, j(1)
Ci1

Cj

Furthermore, studies in FCMs that tend to deal with time relations use
time lags and time delays interchangeably. However, they are not the same
evident from their respective implementations explained in Section 2.4.4.2 and
2.4.4.3. To elaborate, time delays are simulated using Equation 2.4.4.2, which
implements a delayed, start or controlled activation of a concept, thereafter,
no time delay exists between a causal relation. However, a time lag preserves
the time taken for the effect of a cause to be felt during each iteration when
simulating the system. Hence a time lag can be a better representation
of time relations between causes and effects. As mentioned, to be able to
model the dynamics of a system time needs to be included yet there is no
straightforward solution to its implementation in literature. Additionally, the
time dynamics of relations, i.e. time decayed dynamic influences and time
lagged dynamics influences that emerge as system dynamic properties needs
to be considered in model design and simulation.

2.5 Summary
Traditional FCMs and the advances in FCMs do not fully address issues
with modelling complex causal dynamics. To be able to model complex
qualitative SD, causal properties in dynamic systems needs to be considered.
Additionally, problems relating to the capture, representation and simulation
of a concept, i.e. concept’s state, associated fuzziness and the time dynamics
of causal relations need to be addressed.
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Based on: [1] A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. A generalised fuzzy
cognitive mapping approach for modelling complex systems. Applied Soft Computing, 84,
2019.
and
[2] A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps:
Considering The Time Dynamics Between A Cause And An Effect. Applied Soft Computing
(Submitted), 2019.
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3. Methods
In this chapter, the generalised FCM approach as a tool for simulating
complex qualitative systems is explained. This method is discussed in the
light of a real world case of the direct and in-direct (social, environmental
and technological) consequences of heavy rainfall in Kampala city, Uganda.
In this chapter the selection of the case is discussed first. The subsequent
sections explains in detail the generalised FCM approach.

3.1 Case selection
Kampala is the capital of Uganda, the largest city in East Sub-Saharan
Africa and a major centre of commerce [81]. Kampala has the highest urban
population growth rate in Africa between 2015-2020 [82] and about 60% of
the population live in slums [83]. The Kampala metropolitan area cover is 325
km2 and is divided into five districts: Kampala Central Division, Kawempe,
Makindye, Nakawa and Rubaga [84].
This study was undertaken in Kampala city, Uganda because it is considered among those rapidly growing cities in the developing world [85].
Kampala is highly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change [86], mainly
as a result of both development and governance limitations [84, 87]. The
city lies in the region for the highest rainfall totals in Uganda [88] and
has been subject to increased rainfall in recent years, often occurring as
extreme weather conditions [89]. Climate change impacts of excessive rainfall
have compounded the urban problems with consequences including flooding,
health risks, pollution and economic loss [88, 89]. The most significant climate
change impact comes from increased precipitation that leads to flooding [89]
and is projected to increase [88]. Additionally, Kampala is one of the focus
areas where the Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation,
University of Twente is working on enhancing resilience, against flood risks.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the boundary of Kampala and the areas of flooding.

3.2 The generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping
approach
In this section the generalised FCM approach is detailed. Figure 3.2 represents the generalised FCM framework for modelling complex qualitative
systems and relies on expert knowledge. The most important problem that
this FCM approach addresses is the capture, representation and the simulation of the dynamics of causal relations through time. The subsequent
subsections in this chapter explains in detail how this approach can be used to
capture, represent and model complex real world complex qualitative SD or in
this case social, environmental and technological interactions. The following
sub-sections details each step of the approach to capture, representation and
the simulation complex qualitative SD.
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3.2. The generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping approach
Figure 3.1: Flood risk in Kampala

Source: [84]

3.2.1 A. Knowledge elicitation
In generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (GFCMs) expert knowledge regarding
the dynamics of a system is elicited. This knowledge can be extracted using
system maps, functional and weighted cognitive maps, and semi and fully
structured interviews.
The model conceptualisation is based on articulating the issue to be
addressed driven by the following questions:
• Has there been a change in the intensity of rainfall in the last five years?
• What are the direct and indirect consequences (social, environmental,
technological and economic) of this change in the intensity of rainfall?
• What are the coping strategies in place or deployed for such an event?
Eliciting information regarding causal interaction between concepts captures the structure and functioning of the system. In the generalised FCM
approach causal dynamics were elicited using cognitive mapping and semistructured interviews. A combination of fuzzy linguistics and fuzzy numbers
were used to elicit information about concepts and their interactions including
their time relations. Questions that guided the elicitation of the dynamics of
causal relations are outlined in the semi-structured questionnaire provided in
the Appendix A.
Causal relations are the interaction between concepts, entities or variables.
The influence of a cause (at a particular state) must produce an increase or
a decrease only then is the effect felt. Causal influences can be (non-)linear,
(non-)monotonic, and (a-)symmetric. Additionally, since a cause precedes
an effect, temporal dependency is inherent and it is the effects of time that
23
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Figure 3.2: The generalised FCM approach: A Framework for modelling
complex qualitative systems
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3.2. The generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping approach
truly makes a system, dynamic. There are two notable causal interactions as
a result of temporal dependency: i) the dynamic influence that one concept
has on other concepts due to a change in the state as result of decay or
growth; and ii) the dynamic influence based on the duration of the time
elapsed or lagged at a given state of the concept(s). Moreover, effect of a
causal relation can be a result of multiple antecedents. These antecedents
can have an influence as a result of co-evolution. In GFCMs, these causal
properties are considered when eliciting knowledge.
Besides, in SD, it can be observed that an isolated concept in a system
can take a particular state or position and can decay or grow over time. This
implies that, these states can be absolute (e.g. low or high, big or small, tall
or short) at a given instance in time and can decrease or increase over time
as consequence of the previous iteration or state. In this generalised FCM
approach, during knowledge elicitation the state of the concepts is elicited
whenever known. In this real-world case of the consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala city, several of these (theoretical) causal relations emerge. These
causal relations were mapped by experts who work on urban development and
environmental planning in Kampala. For reference, a sample fuzzy cognitive
map elicited from an expert is provided in the Appendix B.
Eighteen experts from academia, private sector, civil society organisations and representatives from Ministries, Departments and Agencies–were
interviewed. Out of the eighteen interviewed experts (ten men and eight
women), information elicited from fifteen (eight men and seven women) was
suitable for further analysis. The experts were interviewed individually by
interviewers in a workshop setting on 31 May 2018. The workshop coincided
with the end of the first rainfall season in the city during the months of
March-April-May which might provide some bias in expert knowledge. However, for explaining and testing the GFCM approach, data elicited only from
civil society organisation representatives is used.

3.2.2 B: Knowledge transformation
Concepts and their interactions elicited from experts are stored in a fuzzy rule
base or knowledge base. Information regarding concepts and their dynamic
influences are represented using fuzzy If-Then rules. This representation helps
represent complex causal dynamics in a flexible. As mentioned in Section
3.2.1 concepts and their interactions were elicited using fuzzy linguistic and
fuzzy numbers 2 . Therefore, in the fuzzy rule base, concepts are expressed as
fuzzy variables with their states represented using TFNs. Figure 3.3 shows
the fuzzy linguistic scale used to interpret the fuzzy number range, of a
2 For the fuzzy number ranges the attempt was made to elicit the point of the highest
belief, to transform the fuzzy number into a triangular fuzzy number (TFN). However,
some experts provided point of highest belief while others did not, hence, in this study the
point of highest belief is assumed at midpoint or modal value of the fuzzy number range.
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concept’s state as provided by the experts.

Figure 3.3: Fuzzy linguistic scale for interpreting the state/strength of a
fuzzy concept

The dynamic influence/ strength of causal relations are represented using conditional fuzzy, If-Then rules such as AND, OR, x-NOR, etc. Since
fuzzy rules are used, it allows the representation of causal relations that
arise because of several antecedents as well as possibilistic and probabilistic
causal relations [38], if and when captured. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the
influence of a cause (at a particular state) must produce an increase or a
decrease; only then is the effect felt. Figure 3.4 shows the fuzzy linguistic
scale used to interpret the fuzzy number range of the strength of the causal
influence.

Figure 3.4: Fuzzy linguistic scale for interpreting the strength of a causal
influence

3.2.3 C. Rule selection
The knowledge base stores information regarding the dynamics of concepts
and relations as perceived by experts. Figure 3.5 shows the concepts and
their relations as perceived by the representatives from civil society organ26

3.2. The generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping approach
isations. In the here presented generalised FCM approach, time relations
are emphasised. The dynamics associated with the inclusion of time are
captured, patent from the questionnaire used for knowledge elicited. Figure
3.6 is a system map illustration of time relations between concepts perceived
by the representatives from civil society organisation.
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Figure 3.5: System map of consequences of heavy rainfall
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Concepts and arrows in blue express causal interactions that occur both
in the immediate and long term while concepts and arrows in black and
orange occur only in the immediate and long term, respectively. Expert’s
knowledge regarding a concept’s state and the time taken for the effects to
be felt and the influence vary from expert to expert with some overlap. This
gives rise to a wealth of knowledge, on the several, probable causations, and
possible alternatives vis-à-vis the dynamics of the system.
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Figure 3.6: System map of consequences of heavy rainfall illustrating time
relations
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3.2. The generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping approach
To simulate the system illustrated in Figure 3.6 the concept’s states
elicited from the experts are used as inputs. These inputs are activated in
the rule base to extract, strength of the causal influence for immediate and
the long term, which is then augmented. Table 3.1 shows the concept’s states
in fuzzy linguistics and as TFNs.
Table 3.1: Concept’s initial state/ activation vector
Concepts

Initial state

C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flooding
C3: Electricity shortages
& electrocutions
C4: Housing & property
damage
C5: Infrastructure damage
(incl. transport)
C6: Loss of life
C7: Displacement
C8: Traffic jams
C9: Sanitation
C10: Economic activity
C11: Theft
C12: Environmental degradation
C13: Absenteeism (work,
school & colleges)
C14: Mobility
C15: Diseases
C16: Unclog and revive
drains
C17: Alternative energy:
Generators & solar
C18: Wetlands
C19: Early warning systems
C20: Relocation & resettlement
C21: Rainwater harvesting
C22: Food shortages

More than High
More than High
Moderately High

Triangular Fuzzy Number
(Ci (t))
[0.7000 0.8500 1.0000]
[0.7000 0.8500 1.0000]
[0.6000 0.7000 0.8000]

Less than Low

[0.00 0.2000 0.4000]

Moderately Low

[0.2000 0.4000 0.6000]

Less than Moderate
Moderately High
High
Moderately Low
Moderately Low
Moderately Low
Moderately Low

[0.2000
[0.6000
[0.6000
[0.3000
[0.3000
[0.2000
[0.1000

Less than Very High

[0.8000 0.9000 1.000]

Moderately Low
Moderate
Moderately Low

[0.3000 0.4000 0.5000]
[0.4000 0.5000 0.6000]
[0.1000 0.3500 0.6000]

Moderately Low

[0.00 0.3000 0.6000]

Moderately Low
Less than Low

[0.3000 0.4500 0.6000]
[0.1000 0.1500 0.2000]

More than High

[0.7000 0.8000 0.9000]

Very Low

[0.0000 0.1000 0.2000]

Less than Low

[0.1000 0.2000 0.3000]

0.3000
0.6500
0.7000
0.3500
0.3500
0.4000
0.4000

0.4000]
0.7000]
0.8000]
0.4000]
0.4000]
0.6000]
0.7000]
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3.2.4 D. Rule augmentation
In the GFCM approach the activated rules are agugmented based on the
state of each concept, time relation and the corresponding strength of the
influence. These rules are augmented based on standard operational laws
related to TFNs.
A TFN or triangular fuzzy number is a fuzzy number represented by
e = (a1 , a2 , a3 ). The membership function shown in Figure 3.7
three points A
is defined [60, 90, 91] as:

µAe(x) =









f or x < a1 ,
f or a1 ≤ x ≤ a2 ,
f or a2 ≤ x ≤ a3 ,
0 f or x > a3 .

0

x−a
a2 −a 1
a3 −x
a3 −a2

(3.1)

e
where a1 a2 a3 , a1 and a3 lower and upper values of the support of A
respectively, and A for the a2 modal value.
Figure 3.7: Illustration of a triangular fuzzy number

The basic or standard operational laws related to triangular fuzzy numbers.
e = ({a1 }, {a2 }, {a3 }) and B
e = ({b1 }, {b2 }, {b3 }),
Let A
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e⊕B
e = (a1 + b1 , a2 + b2 , a3 + b3 )
A

(3.2)

e−B
e = (a1 − b3 , a1 − b2 , a3 − b1 )
A

(3.3)

3.2. The generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping approach

e B
e = (min(a1 b1 , a1 b3 , a3 b1 , a3 b3 ), a2 b2 , max(a1 b1 , a1 b3 , a3 b1 , a3 b3 )) (3.4)
A⊗

e 
A
= min
e
B

a1
b1 ,

a1
b3 ,

a3
b1 ,

a3
b3

 a2
, , max
b2

a1
b1 ,

a1
b3 ,

a3
b1 ,

a3
b3




(3.5)

The result of fuzzy multiplication Equation 3.4 and division Equation 3.5
are only approximations and not closed. The real result is calculated based
on either the α-cut method or using the extension principle [90, 91, 92, 93].
In this study the extension principle is used. Equation 3.6 is used to map one
universe of discourse to another when a function f is applied. The extension
principle is defined by [92, 93], such that where f : X → Z which induces a
e → Z,
e such that
mapping function f : A

e = {(z, µ (z))|z = f (x), x ∈ X}
Z = f (A)
e
Z

(3.6)

where,
(
µZe(z) =

sup
x∈f −1 (z)

0

µZe(x)

if

f −1 (z) 6= ∅
otherwise

(3.7)

Since the rules are augmented for each concept’s state and the time
taken for the effect to be felt (immediate and long term) several probable
causations, and possible alternative vis-à-vis the dynamics of the system
emerge. Based on the inputs i.e. the concept’s state presented in Table 3.1,
the immediate term causal interactions are illustrated in Figure 3.8 and Table
3.2. Additionally, the strength of the causal influence extracted based on the
concept’s state and time relation are represented as nxn adjacency matrices.
Each nxn adjacency matrix is treated as a single perceptron layer. This nxn
adjacency matrix representing the strength of the causal influence describes
the weight matrix w
eij . The states of the concepts are represented using a 1xn
matrix, which describes the activation vector. Table 3.1 illustrates the initial
activation vector and table 3.2 and the weight matrix for the immediate term
consequences of the heavy rainfall in Kampala. Details regarding the weight
matrix for the long term consequences of the heavy rainfall in Kampala is
described in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.8: System map of the immediate term consequences of heavy rainfall
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Table 3.2: Concepts and the strength of their influence represented as triangular fuzzy numbers
Concepts and their influence

C1 →

C2 →

C3 →
C5 →
C12
C15
C16
C17
C19

→
→
→
→
→

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C4
C5
C6
C13
C15
C6
C3
C14
C18
C6
C2
C3
C2

Strength of influence represented as a triangular fuzzy number
(w
eij )
[0.4167 0.54170.6667]
[0.5500 0.6125 0.6750]
[0.4800 0.5300 0.5800]
[0.1334 0.3167 0.5000]
[0.4200 0.5300 0.6400]
[0.2500 0.4750 0.7000]
[0.3667 0.5667 0.7667]
[-0.7000 -0.5250 -0.3500]
[-0.7000 -0.4000 -0.1000]
[0.4000 0.45000 0.5000]
[0.2500 0.4250 0.6000]
[0.6250 0.7125 0.8000]
[0.5500 0.6500 0.7500]
[0.1000 0.2500 0.4000]
[0.5000 0.5500 0.6000]
[0.5000 0.6000 0.7000]
[0.1000 0.2000 0.3000]
[0.1000 0.3500 0.6000]
[-0.8000 -0.7000 -0.6000]
[-0.8000 -0.3500 -1.0000]
[0.5333 0.6000 0.6667]
[-0.7333 -0.6000 -0.4667]
[-0.9000 -0.7167 -0.5333]
[-0.9000 -0.8000 -0.7000]

3.2.5 E: System simulation
In this generalised FCM approach, concepts and nodes are treated as separate entities. This is done by representing complex causal relations as fuzzy
If-Then rules (see Section 3.2.2). Several FCMs extensions [34, 38, 63, 64]
use fuzzy rules to try to separate the notion of a concept from a node. Most
studies that include fuzzy rules for the representation of concepts and their
interaction within the system invariably de-fuzzify (Equation 3.8) their results because classical fuzzy arithmetics’ is not supported in the conventional
FCMs approaches (see Equation 2.1).

R
xg(x)dx
C= R
g(x)dx

(3.8)
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In GFCMs, fuzzy rules are explained using fuzzy numbers—specifically
TFNs to help represent the fuzziness and ambiguity typically associated with
linguistic terms. The outputs of the fuzzy rules are not de-fuzzified so as to
retain the fuzziness and ambiguity associated with concepts [60]. The fuzzy
output from the fuzzy rule base is inferred using a modified Kosko’s [5, 12,
13, 16] infere rule that supports fuzzy numbers and fuzzy arithmetics’[57],
expressed in Equation 3.9.

Cj (t + 1) =

n
X

w
eij ⊗ Ci (t)

(3.9)

i=1

Since TFNs are used to represent concepts and relations, simulations
run by applying Equation 3.10, however results provide only standard approximations. The real result is found either by using the α-cut method or
the extension principle method [90, 91, 92, 93]. In the generalised FCM approach the extension principle is used to map the results of to the pre-defined
universe of discourse using the hyperbolic tangent function, (Equation 2.3).

ej (t + 1))
Cj (t + 1) = f (C

(3.10)

In the GFCM approach the simulation results provides the relative change
each concept undergoes as TFNs. In this approach the TFNs explains the
uncertainty bounds while the centre of gravity (Equation 3.8) of the TFN is
extracted for ease in interpreting the results. The simulation results explain
the relative change that a concept has undergone translated into an absolute
qualitative change. A qualitative translation scale helps convert the relative
change into the absolute scale. Table 3.3 illustrates the qualitative translation
scale, for example in this study a value of 0.2 on the fuzzy linguistic scale
expressing causal increase/ decrease (Figure 3.4) translates to a 0.5 increase
in the state of the cause on fuzzy linguistic scale in Figure 3.3. In this study
Table 3.3 is used to explain the relative change a concept experiences in
absolute terms.
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Table 3.3: Translation scale for interpreting relative change as absolute change
CoG of relative change
-1,0
-0,8
-0,6
-0,4
-0,2
0,0
0,0
0,2
0,4
0,6
0,8
1,0

Change experienced in the CoG of the state of a concept

-0,5
0,5

-1

1

-1,5

1,5

-2

2

-2,5

2,5

3.3 Summary
In this chapter the generalised FCM approach is presented in the light of a
real-world case. The GFCM approach relies on expert knowledge regarding
the dynamics of a systems. The framework explained with the real-world
case sheds light on the process of knowledge elicitation and the capture of
complex causal dynamics. Additionally, the framework provides a means to
represent, manipulate and modelling these complex causal dynamics with
the aim of simulating the dynamic behaviour of complex qualitative systems.
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Based on: [1] A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. A generalised fuzzy
cognitive mapping approach for modelling complex systems. Applied Soft Computing, 84,
2019.
and
[2] A. Nair, D. Reckien, and M. van Maarseveen. Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps:
Considering The Time Dynamics Between A Cause And An Effect. Applied Soft Computing
(Submitted), 2019.
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4. Experiments with modelling time
In this chapter experiments with modelling time is featured. As mentioned
before, knowledge regarding the real world case of the direct and in-direct
consequences of heavy rainfall elicited from civil society members alone is
used to test the simulation of time. In section 4.1 experiments with modelling
time implicitly and in section 4.2 experiments with modelling time explicitly
is featured. I, section 4.3 the capabilities of GFCMs in modelling complex
qualitative systems summarised.

4.1 Experiments with modelling time implicitly
4.1.1 Modelling the immediate consequence of heavy rainfall
In this experiment the system map of the immediate term consequences
shown in Figure 3.8 is simulated. The unit-time the system is simulated
is six hours. This is because, experts perceived the immediate interactions
takes place within a day, with most interactions playing out within six hours.
Table 3.1, shows the initial state of each concept and Table 3.2, shows the
strength of each causal relation for the immediate term. Concepts C19, C17,
C16 and C1 are controlled through each step of the iteration as they are
input nodes. Figure 4.1–4.4, shows the simulation results of the immediate
term consequences of heavy rainfall. Note the controlled variables/concepts
are not illustrated in the simulation results.
Each graph in Figure 4.1–4.4, shows the TFN range (bands in black
and red), which represents the relative increase or a decrease, each concept
experiences during iterations. The asterisks (*) show the centre of gravity
of the TFNs, the black band illustrates the uncertainty range and the red
band indicates the iteration when the system starts to stabilise. Table 4.1
illustrates how each concept behaves/ unfolds. The second column in Table
4.1 represents the relative change (increase/decrease) that a concept has
undergone in fuzzy linguistics. The TFN range is translated using the fuzzy
linguistic scale (see section 3.2.2). Column three shows the number of iterations taken before each concept stabilises. Each iteration is considered as
one unit-time and column four in Table 4.1 represents the time taken before
each concept stabilises in hours and column five in days. Column six is the
translation of the relative change (column three) to the absolute change that
a concept has undergone. This translation is based on the qualitative scale
explained in section 3.2.5
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Figure 4.1: The evolution of the immediate term concepts C2–C5

For example, the results illustrated in Figure 4.1–4.4 and Table 4.1 suggests that concepts C2: Flooding, C13: Absenteeism (work, school & colleges),
C15: Diseases, does not show any increase or decrease (relative change) after
stabilisation, i.e. after 3, 2.25 and 3.75 days, respectively. Since, these concepts do not experience any increase or decrease, the state of these concepts
do not change. Similarly, concepts C11: Theft and C18: Wetlands experience
some small relative change. The results suggest that C11: Theft increases
after 3.25 days while C18: Wetlands decrease after 3.5 days, respectively.
However, the increase and decrease is so small that the absolute change in
state is not discernible. Furthermore, C3: Electricity shortage and electrocutions, C12: Environmental degradation experience a discernible increase
in 3.5 and 2.25 days, respectively. The translation of this relative increase
is evident as these concepts experience an absolute change from its initial
state. Concept C3: Electricity shortage and electrocutions increases from
Moderately High to Less than Very High and concept C12: Environmental
degradation increases from Moderately Low to Moderate. The remaining
concepts (except for the controlled concepts) demonstrate a large discernible
change overtime as illustrated in Figure 4.1–4.4 and Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: The evolution of the immediate term concepts C6–C9
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4.1. Experiments with modelling time implicitly
Figure 4.3: The evolution of the immediate term concepst C10–C13
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Figure 4.4: The evolution of the immediate term concepts C14, C15 and C18
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Table 4.1: The evolution of the immediate term consequences of heavy rainfall event
Time in days

Absolute change in
state

N.A.

More than High

12
14

72
84

3
3.5

More than High
Lesser than Very
High

Increases little

12

72

3

Moderately Low

Increases little

14

84

3.5

Moderately High

Increases little
Increases little
Increases little
Decreases little

16
12
13
13

96
72
78
78

4
3
3.25
3.25

Decreases little

12

72

3

Increases less than
very little
Increases less than a
little

13

78

3.25

Moderately Low
Less than Very High
Less than Very High
More than Very
Low
More than Very
Low
Moderately Low

9

54

2.25

Moderate

Relative change

C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flooding
C3:
Electricity
shortages & electrocutions
C4:
Housing &
property damage
C5: Infrastructure
damage (incl. transport)
C6: Loss of life
C7: Displacement
C8: Traffic jams
C9: Sanitation

Controlled/ Input
variable
No change
Increases less than a
little

C10:
Economic
activity
C11: Theft
C12:
Environmental degradation
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Total nr. of itera- Total time taken
tions
at unit-time (six
hours)
N.A.
N.A.

Concept

Concept

Relative change

C13: Absenteeism
(work, school & colleges)
C14: Mobility

No change

C15: Diseases
C16: Unclog & revive drains
C17: Alternative energy: Generators &
solar
C18: Wetlands
C19: Early warning
systems
N.A. - Not Applicable

Decreases
more
than very little
No change
Controlled/ Input
variable
Controlled/ Input
variable
Decreases less than
very little
Controlled/ Input
variable

Total nr. of itera- Total time taken
tions
at unit-time (six
hours)
15
90

Time in days

Absolute change in
state

3.75

Less than Very High

15

90

3.75

Moderately Low

15
15

90
90

3.75
N.A.

Moderate
Moderately Low

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Moderately Low

14

84

3.5

Moderately Low

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Lower than Low
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Table 4.1: The evolution of the immediate term consequences of heavy rainfall event

4.1. Experiments with modelling time implicitly

4.1.2 Modelling the long term consequence of heavy rainfall
In this section the absolute change experienced by each concept in the immediate term (Table 4.1) is used as feedback to activate the rules of the long
term consequences. Figure 4.5, represents the system map of the long term
consequences. Table 4.2, illustrates, the state of the concept and the strength
of the causal interactions based on output of the immediate term. Table 4.2,
shows the updated state of each concept as TFNs in column two and column
four shows the strength of the influence of the causal connection. From Figure
4.5 it is evident that some concepts and causal connections in the long term
emerge while others disappear. This is also evident when comparing Table
4.2 with Table 3.2. For example, C21: Rehabilitation and resettlement, C22:
Rainwater harvesting, and C22: Food shortages are concepts that emerge in
the long term. C22: Rainwater harvesting influences C2: Flooding, while C21:
Rehabilitation and resettlement influences C15: Displacement, C4: Housing
& property damage and C9: Sanitation. Other causal relations that emerge
in the long term is the influence of C1: Rainfall (Intensity) on C22: Food
shortages, and C5: Infrastructure damage (incl. transport) on C6: Loss of
life and C13: Absenteeism (work, school & colleges). Similarly, concepts that
disappear in the long term for example are C8: Traffic jams, C14: Mobility
and C18: Wetlands. Some causal connections that disappear for example is
the influence of C1: Rainfall (Intensity) on C4: Housing & property damage,
C6: Loss of Life, and C7: Displacement.
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Figure 4.5: System map of the long term consequences of heavy rainfall
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4.1. Experiments with modelling time implicitly
The simulation results of the system shown in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2 are
illustrated in Figure 4.6–4.8 and Table 4.3. Note: The unit-time the system
is modelled at is three days for the long term consequences. This is because
experts perceive that most long term causal interactions take place within
three days. The results present the evolution of the system, given the changes
in the immediate term. Hence, to trace the absolute change each concept
has undergone (Table 4.3) it must be compared against its updated initial
state (Table 4.1). For example, C6: Loss of life and C22: Food shortages
experience a discernible increase. This relative increase suggests an absolute
change in concept C6: Loss of life and C22: Food shortages from it initial
state. Concept C6: Loss of life, increases from Moderately Low to Moderately
High and C22: Food shortages, increases from Lesser than Low to Low in 33
days. Additionally, C5: Infrastructure damage (incl. transport) and C11:
Environmental degradation experiences a large discernible increase. The
translation of this relative increase suggests that absolute state changes from
Moderately High to Very High for C5: Infrastructure damage (incl. transport)
and from Moderate to Less than High for C11: Environmental damage in 27
and 24 days, respectively. The results for the remaining concepts are shown
in Table 4.3.
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Concept or cause

Updated
strength

concept

C1: Rainfall (Intensity)

[0.7000 0.8500 1.0000]

C2: Flooding

[0.7000 0.8500 1.0000]

C3: Electricity shortages & electrocutions
C4: Housing & property damage
C5: Infrastructure
damage (incl. transport)
C6: Loss of life
C7: Displacement
C8: Traffic jams*
C9: Sanitation
C10: Economic activity*
C11: Theft
C12: Environmental degradation

[0.7500 0.8500 0.9500]

state/

Concept
affected
C2
C3
C5
C6
C9
C11
C12
C22
C13
C15

Strength of causal influence/
unit-time days
[0.5000 0.6000 0.7000]
[0.1000 0.1500 0.2000]
[0.5000 0.5500 0.6000]
[0.000 0.1000 0.2000]
[-0.5000 -0.2500 0.0000]
[0.000 0.15000 0.3000]
[0.8000 0.8500 0.9000]
[0.4000 0.4750 0.5500]
[0.7000 0.8000 0.9000]
[0.3500 0.4750 0.6000]

C3
C6
C13
N.A.
N.A.

[0.0000 0.2000 0.4000]
[0.5000 0.5500 0.6000]
[0.2000 0.2500 0.3000]

[0.2000 0.4000 0.6000]
[0.4000 0.6000 0.8000]
[0.3500
[0.8000
[0.8000
[0.1000
[0.1000
[0.2000
[0.2000

0.4500 0.5500]
0.8500 0.9000]
0.9000 1.0000]
01500 0.2000]
01500 0.2000]
0.4000 0.6000]
0.5000 0.8000]

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
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Table 4.2: Updated concept states based on immediate term outputs and their corresponding causal influence

Table 4.2: Updated concept states based on immediate term outputs and their corresponding causal influence
Concept or cause

C20: Relocation &
resettlement**

[0.3000 0.4000 0.5000]
[0.4000 0.5000 0.6000]
[0.7000 0.8500 1.0000]
[0.00 0.3000 0.6000]
[0.3000 0.4500 0.6000]
[0.1000 0.1500 0.2000]
[0.7000 0.8000 0.9000]

C21: Rainwater Harvesting**
[0.0000 0.1000 0.2000]
C22: Food shortages**
[0.1000 0.2000 0.3000]
* Concepts deactivated for unit time-Days
**New concepts that activated from unit time-Days
N.A. - Not Applicable

state/

Concept
affected
N.A.

N.A.
C2
C9
C3
N.A.
C2
C4
C7
C9
C3
N.A.

Strength of causal influence/
unit-time days

[-0.5000 -0.4000 -0.3000]
[0.4000 0.5000 0.6000]
[-0.6500 -0.5500 -0.4500]
[-0.5000
[-0.3000
[-0.3000
[-0.3000
[-0.7500

-0.4000
-0.2000
-0.2000
-0.2000
-0.6500

-0.3000]
-0.1000]
-0.1000]
-0.1000]
-0.5500]
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4.1. Experiments with modelling time implicitly

C13: Absenteeism (work, school &
colleges)
C14: Mobility*
C15: Diseases
C16: Unclog & revive drains
C17: Alternative energy: Generators
& solar
C18: Wetlands*
C19: Early warning systems

Updated
concept
strength
[0.8000 0.9000 1.000]

4. Experiments with modelling time
Figure 4.6: The evolution of the long term concepts C2–C5
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4.1. Experiments with modelling time implicitly
Figure 4.7: The evolution of the long term concepts C6, C7, C9 and C11
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4. Experiments with modelling time
Figure 4.8: The evolution of the long term concepts C12, C13, C15 and C22
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Table 4.3: The evolution of the long term consequences of heavy, rainfall event
Concept

C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flooding
C3: Electricity shortages

C8: Traffic Jams
C9: Sanitation
C10: Economic activity
C11: Theft
C12: Environmental degradation
C13: Absenteeism (work,
school & colleges)
C14: Mobility

Total nr. Of it- Total time taken
erations
at
unit-time
(three days)
Controlled / Input vari- N.A.
N.A.
able
Decreases less than very 10
30
little
No change
12
36

Absolute change in
state
Moderately High
More than High

Decrease very little

11

33

Lesser than Very
High
Moderately Low

Increase Moderately

9

27

Very High

Increases little
Decreases less than very
little
Deactivated
No change
Deactivated
Increase less than very
little
Increase moderately

11
12

33
36

N.A.
11
N.A.
10

N.A.
33
N.A.
30

Moderately High
Lesser than Very
High
N.A.
Very Low
N.A.
Moderately Low

8

24

Less than High

Increases less than very
little
Deactivated

12

36

N.A.

N.A.

Lesser
High
N.A.

than

Very
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C4: Housing & property
damage
C5: Infrastructure damage (incl. transport)
C6: Loss of life
C7: Displacement

Relative Change

Concept

C15: Diseases
C16: Unclog & revive
drains
C17: Alternative energy:
Generators & solar
C18: Early warning systems
C19: Wetlands
C20: Relocation & Resettlement
C21: Rainwater Harvesting
C22: Food shortages
N.A. - Not Applicable

Relative Change

Total nr. Of it- Total time taken
erations
at
unit-time
(three days)
No change
13
39
Controlled / Input vari- N.A.
N.A.
able
Controlled / Input vari- N.A.
N.A.
able
Controlled / Input vari- N.A.
N.A.
able
Deactivated
N.A.
Controlled / Input vari- N.A.
N.A.
able
Controlled / Input vari- N.A.
NA
able
Increases little
11
33

Absolute change in
state
Moderate
Moderately Low
Moderately Low
Lower than Low
N.A.
High
Very Low
Low

4. Experiments with modelling time
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Table 4.3: The evolution of the long term consequences of heavy, rainfall event

4.1. Experiments with modelling time implicitly

4.1.3 Findings
Modelling time implicitly helps in separating and analysing systems from a
sub-system perspective. It allows the separation and analysis of interactions
that occur at different time units, which can be interesting for modellers.
Additionally, various time evolutions of inital states and their dynamic influences can be evaluated using multiple perceptron layers to simulate SD.
This can be done by using the output of the first perceptron layer as the
input for the second layer (once fed through the knowledge/rule base, see
Figure 3.2). The use of multiple perceptron layers can help in simulating the
effects of a ‘time decayed dynamic influence’. This can be done by updating
concept states either manually, or using outputs of each perceptron layer as
feedbacks. Furthermore, this method also helps in time scaling, i.e. reduces
computational difficulty in modelling a system that has causal interactions occurring at several temporal units. However, the main drawback still remains
that modelling time implicitly does not allow causal interactions of varying
temporal units to be modelled at once. Implying, the time taken for the effect
of the cause to be felt (time lag) can vary and these dynamics needs to be
considered when modelling complex qualitative systems. One such possibility
of modelling these are by introducing explicit time lags. The design and
simulation of time lags within the GFCM approach is demonstrated in the
next section.
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4.2 Experiments with modelling time explicitly
In this section the implementation and simulation of time lags within the
GFCM approach is featured. A new method of incorporating time lags is
suggested here as an alternative to Park and Kim’s [64] method. Figure
4.9 shows the incorporation of dummy nodes with a new value preservation
method. Figure 4.9 also shows the weight (w
eij ) and the unit-time lag and
the transformation—the number of dummy nodes introduced is based on
the unit-time lag and in this case for a two-unit time lag one dummy node
is implemented. The signed weight is split into two with the second edge
(or the final edge of the causal relation) taking the signed weight while the
first (and the following) edge takes the value of +1. To model a system of
interest with causal relations that take place at different unit-time, the lowest
unit-time is selected.
Figure 4.9: Proposed method for implementing Time lags

wij (tij = 2)
Ci

Cj
translated

wi,i1 (1) = 1
Ci

wij (1)
Ci1

Cj

For this experiment a system of immediate and long term consequences
was generated based on the information in the knowledge base. Figure 4.10
illustrates concepts and their immediate and long-term interactions. The
initial states of concepts defined in Table 3.1 are used to extract the strength
of the causal influence for the immediate and long term. Table 4.4 describes
concepts, the strength of influence the time lag and their transformation to
its unit-time lag.
In this case, the lowest unit-time is six hours before the effect of the cause
is felt. Since the system is modelled at unit-time of six hours, the interactions
illustrated using black arrows in Figure 4.10 has a unit-time lag of 1, while
the interactions illustrated using orange arrows in Figure 4.10 has a unit-time
lag of 12. This is because long term interactions (three days) when converted
to the unit-time the system is modelled at (six hours) has a unit time-lag
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4.2. Experiments with modelling time explicitly
of 12. Therefore, to model the time lag of the interactions in orange, 11
dummy nodes are introduced between the cause and the effect variables. The
information in Figure 4.10 and Table 3.1 and Table 4.4 is transformed into
adjacency matrices and modelled at the unit-time of six hours. The system
or each perceptron layer is simulated using the Equation 3.10.
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4. Experiments with modelling time
Figure 4.10: System map of the immediate and long term consequences of
heavy rainfall
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Table 4.4: Concepts and the strength of their influence represented (wij ) as triangular fuzzy numbers
Concepts and their influence

C1 →

C3 →
C5 →
C9 →
C12 →
C15 →

Time lag

Unit time lag

(0.4167 0.54170.6667)
(0.5500 0.6125 0.6750)
(0.4800 0.5300 0.5800)
(0.1334 0.3167 0.5000)
(0.4200 0.5300 0.6400)
(0.2500 0.4750 0.7000)
(0.3667 0.5667 0.7667)
(-0.7000 -0.5250 -0.3500)
(-0.7000 -0.4000 -0.1000)
(0.4000 0.45000 0.5000)
(0.2500 0.4250 0.6000)
(0.4000 0.4750 0.5500)
(0.6250 0.7125 0.8000)
(0.5500 0.6500 0.7500)
(0.1000 0.2500 0.4000)
(0.5000 0.5500 0.6000)
(0.5000 0.6000 0.7000)
(0.1000 0.2000 0.3000)
(0.1000 0.3500 0.6000)
(-0.8000 -0.7000 -0.6000)
(0.8000 0.9000 1.0000)
(-0.8000 -0.3500 -1.0000)
(0.5333 0.6000 0.6667)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
days
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
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4.2. Experiments with modelling time explicitly

C2 →

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C20
C4
C5
C6
C13
C15
C6
C3
C14
C15
C18
C6

wij

Concepts and their influence

wij

C16 →
C17 →
C19 →

(-0.7333
(-0.9000
(-0.9000
(-0.3000
(-0.3000
(-0.3000
(-0.7500

C21 →
C22 →

C2
C3
C2
C2
C3
C5
C2

-0.6000
-0.7167
-0.8000
-0.2000
-0.2000
-0.2000
-0.6500

-0.4667)
-0.5333)
-0.7000)
-0.1000)
-0.1000)
-0.1000)
-0.5500)

Time lag

Unit time lag

6
6
6
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
11
11
11
11

hours
hours
hours
days
days
days
days
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Table 4.4: Concepts and the strength of their influence represented (wij ) as triangular fuzzy numbers

4.2. Experiments with modelling time explicitly

4.2.1 System simulation with time lags
Figure 4.11-4.14 illustrates the simulation results of the system in Figure 4.10.
Table 4.5 shows the relative and absolute change a concept has undergone
from its initial state (Table 3.1). The qualitative translation scale described
in Section 3.2.5 is used to translate the relative change a concept experiences
into its absolute change in state. The concepts that have undergone the
least change as the system evolves through time are C2: Flooding and C13:
Absenteeism (work, school & colleges), while the others experience significant
changes from their initial states. Table 4.5 illustrates the evolution of concepts overtime. As mentioned in the previous section the system is modelled
at a unit-time of six hours. Hence, each iteration is considered as six hours.
The time take for each concept to unfold is explained in days as shown in
Table 4.5, this is based on the number of iterations each concept takes to
stabilise. Additionally, the number of iterations each concept takes and its
translation is presented in Table C1 of the Appendix.
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Figure 4.11: System simulation with time lags: The evolution of concepts
C2–C5
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4.2. Experiments with modelling time explicitly
Figure 4.12: System simulation with time lags: The evolution of concepts
C6–C9
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4. Experiments with modelling time
Figure 4.13: System simulation with time lags: The evolution of concepts
C10–C13
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4.2. Experiments with modelling time explicitly
Figure 4.14: System simulation with time lags: The evolution of concepts
C14, C15, C18 and C19
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Concepts
C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flooding
C3: Electricity shortages & electrocutions
C4: Housing & property damage
C5: Infrastructure damage (incl.
transport)
C6: Loss of life
C7: Displacement

Centre of Gravity
0.85
0.063478456
0.272988312

Relative Change

Absolute Change
More than High
More than High
High

Time
days
N.A.
11.25
9.75

Low
Moderate

11.75
11

Moderately High
Lesser than Very High

10.75
9.5

High

7.75

Low
Less than Low
Moderate
Moderate

8.25
4.25
5
3.25

Lesser than Very High

8

Moderately
Moderately
Moderately
Moderately

8.5
1
N.A.
N.A.

C8: Traffic Jams

0.295248319

C9: Sanitation
C10: Economic activity
C11: Theft
C12: Environmental degradation

-0.42964271
-0.314704741
0.35167004
0.335628484

C13: Absenteeism (work, school
& colleges)
C14:Mobility
C15:Diseases
C16:Unclog and revive drains
C17: Alternative energy: Generators & Solar

0.034050534

N.A.
No change
Increase little more than very
little
Increase very little
Increase little more than very
little
Increase little more than little
Increase little more than very
little
Increase little more than very
little
Decrease little more than little
Decrease a little
Increase more than very little
Increase little more than very
little
No change

-0.165640771
0.173525668
0.35
0.3

Decrease less than very little
Increase less than very little
N.A.
N.A.

0.219051348
0.249832845
0.431336313
0.322786412

Low
High
Low
Low

in
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Table 4.5: Evolution of the system with time lags

Table 4.5: Evolution of the system with time lags
Concepts
C18: Wetlands

Centre of Gravity
-0.226508929

C19:
C20 :
C21 :
C22 :

0.15
0.120463412
0.8
0.1

Early warning systems
Food shortages
Relocation & Resettlement
Rainwater Harvesting

Relative Change

Absolute Change

Decrease little more than very
little
N.A.
Increase less than very little
N.A.
N.A.

Moderately Low

Time
days
5

Lower than Low
Lower than Low
More than High
Very Low

N.A.
8.25
N.A.
N.A.

in

4.2. Experiments with modelling time explicitly
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4. Experiments with modelling time

4.2.2 Exploring the dynamics of the real-world system with and without
time lags
In this sub-section the simulation results of the system illustrated in Figure
4.10, Table 3.1 and Table 4.4 is compared with and without time lags. The
simulation results of the system illustrated in Figure 4.10, Table 3.1 and
Table 4.4 without time lags is presented in Figure D1 and Table D.1 in the
appendix. Table 4.6 shows the final steady state values (Centre of Gravity)
of each concept in the system modelled with (Table 4.5) and without (Table
C.1) time relations. Table 11 also shows the standard deviation of each
concept of the modelled system with and without time lags.
From Table 4.6 it is evident that time lags have an important role to
play. Due to the time lagged consequences of concept C21: Relocation &
Resettlement there is a discernible increase C7: Displacement, whereas, C9:
Sanitation suggests a (insignificant) decline. Additionally„ the time lagged
impact of C9: Sanitation increases C15: Diseases thus increasing C6: Loss of
life. Furthermore, the time lagged effects of C1: Rainfall (Intensity) does not
increase C20: Food shortages as much when compared to the system without
time relations. Taking into context the real-world system modelled it can be
observed that the system, when not considering time tends to overestimate
impacts, either positively or negatively.
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Table 4.6: Final stabilisation values of the system with and without time lags
System with time lags
0.85
0.063478456
0.272988312
0.219051348
0.249832845
0.431336313
0.322786412
0.295248319
-0.42964271
-0.314704741
0.35167004
0.335628484
0.034050534
-0.165640771
0.173525668
0.35
0.3
-0.226508929
0.15
0.120463412
0.8
0.1

System not considering time
0.85
-0.010438255
0.287675459
0.210513484
0.219051348
0.203930401
0.219614501
0.295248319
-0.492713527
-0,314704741
0.35167004
0.314343658
-0.005615221
-0.205433872
-0.354480511
0.35
0.3
-0.211488399
0.15
0.368109603
0.8
0.1

Standard deviation
0
0.052267007
0.010385381
0.006037182
0.021765805
0.160800263
0.072953558
0
0.044597802
0
0
0.015050645
0.028047924
0.028137972
0.37335675
0
0
0.010621119
0
0.175112301
0
0
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Concepts
C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flooding
C3: Electricity shortages & electrocutions
C4: Housing & property damage
C5: Infrastructure damage (incl. transport)
C6: Loss of life
C7: Displacement
C8: Traffic jams
C9: Sanitation
C10: Economic activity
C11: Theft
C12: Environmental degradation
C13: Absenteeism (work, school & colleges)
C14: Mobility
C15: Diseases
C16: Unclog and revive drains
C17: Alternative energy: Generators & solar
C18: Wetlands
C19: Early warning systems
C20: Food shortages
C21: Relocation & resettlement
C22: Rainwater harvesting

4. Experiments with modelling time

4.2.3 Findings
In this section time lag between a cause and an effect are modelled to investigate whether there are discernible changes in the dynamics of a system when
compared to a system without time relations. It is assumed that the inclusion
of time lags would change how the system evolves. It is evident from the results presented, with respect to the direct and indirect consequences of heavy
rainfall in Kampala, that time lags change both the final steady state values
of the concepts and the number of iterations taken for the system to stabilise.
Additionally, from the simulation of the real-world system where time lags
are not included suggests an overestimation of the consequences whether the
influence is positive or negative. This indicates that time relations can play
an important role when modelling complex qualitative SD and should be
considered else the models relation to reality can be questioned. Furthermore,
the implementation of time lags helps modelling different time units between
a cause and an effect. This can also helps simulate ‘time-lagged dynamic
influences’ using multiple perceptron layers. However, the implementation
of time lags takes computationally longer as more causal interactions with
different unit time lags are introduced. Hence a combination of both implicit
and explicit methods of simulating time can be useful, when modelling a
system where there are causal interactions of several time units.

4.3 Summary
The above experiments suggests that GFCMs can be regarded as a powerful
tool to model and analyse the causal dynamics of a system and is a possible
improvement over traditional FCMs. GFCMs explains both the relative
change and the absolute change whereas traditional FCMs explains only the
relative change. Relative change tells us the rate of change that a concept
undergoes, i.e., whether there is an increase or a decrease. This also means
a large relative change can cause a large change in a concept that is not
important, while a small relative change can cause a small change in a concept
that is important. Therefore, it is necessary to know the absolute change
a concept experiences to understand whether the relative change a concept
experiences is important to the given system.
GFCMs also considers time relations, importantly, GFCMs includes time
lags between causes and effects which traditional FCMs do not. Time lags,
changes both the final steady state values of the concepts and the number
of iterations taken for the system to stabilise. In SD, the time taken (or
time lag) before the effects of a cause is felt can vary, a cause can also have
a dynamic influence based on the time taken for the effect to be felt and
these are valid for causal relations in most cases. These aspects should
be considered, as it can have an influence on the dynamics of the system
of interest being modelled, else the results produced can overestimate or
underestimate the effect felt by concepts, thus questioning the model results
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4.3. Summary
in relation to reality. The inclusion of time relations increases the reliability
of GFCMs, when compared to traditional FCMs, as a means to quantitatively
model the dynamics of such complex systems.
Finally, GFCMs, retains fuzziness and ambiguity in experts reasoning
from knowledge capture through simulations, thus addressing uncertainties
in system evolution, which traditional FCMs do not address. GFCMs provide
detailed information regarding the evolution of a system considering the
ontology of SD and the semantics when using FCMs to model these dynamics,
hence, unlike traditional FCMs it tries to avoid providing results that are
very generic and sometimes misleading.
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Results: The social, environmental
and technological consequences of
heavy rainfall in Kampala, Uganda

Based on: [3] A. Nair, D. Reckien, P. Mukwaya, S. Lwasa, and M. van Maarseveen.
Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps: Modelling Perceived Flood Risks in Kampala. Environmental Modelling & Software (Submitted), 2019.
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5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala, Uganda
In this chapter the knowledge regarding the social, environmental and
technological consequences of heavy rainfall in Kampala, Uganda is simulated.
These simulations are based on the perception of experts from civil society
organisations, academia, private sector and Ministries, Departments and
Agencies. Figure 5.1, illustrates the system as perceived by experts. Please
note that a causal connection is only established if two experts perceive the
same causal connection. Figure 5.1 illustrates concepts and their time lagged
interactions with others. The immediate term refers to interactions that take
place within a day, mid-term interactions are felt within a week and long
term interactions are felt within a month. Table 5.1 shows the activations
vector (Ci (t)) and the strength of the causal influence (wij ).
In the next section, the results of the base story (baseline) illustrated by
Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1 is simulated. In the subsequent section, an alternate
story (scenario) in relation to the base story is modelled and compared, to
understand the dynamics of the system give some change. Additionally, the
scenario is modelled to understand how effective the policy options are for
reducing the risk and vulnerabilities as a result of heavy rainfall.
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Figure 5.1: System map of the social, environmental and technological
cosequences of heavy rainfall
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Concept
C1: Rainfall (Intensity)

State (Ci (t))
[0.5000 0.7500 1.000]

Strength of the influence
(wij )
C2: Flood(s/ing)
[0.3900 0.5800 0.7700]
C3: Blackouts / Electri- [0.3750 0.5125 0.8000]
city shortages
C4: Housing & Property [0.3750 0.5285 0.6428]
damage
C5: Infrastructure damage [0.2333 0.4000 0.6000
C6: Traffic jams
[0.2750 0.5437 0.9250]
C7: Mobility
[-0.7000 -0.6250 -0.5500]
C8: Transport fares
[0.2000 0.3000 0.4000]
C10: Visibility
[-0.6500 -0.4750 -0.3000]
C11: Environmental pollu- [0.2666 0.5000 0.8333]
tion & Degradation
C12: Sanitation
[-0.9000 -0.4500 -0.1000]
C13: Diseases
[0.4142 0.5285 0.6428]
C14: Death
0.2666 0.4833 0.7666]
C15: Urban agriculture
[-0.3666 -0.2666 -0.1666]
C16: Temporary migration [0.1500 0.425 0.7000]
/ Displacement
C17: Absenteeism
[0.6000 0.7000 0.8000]
C18: Economic activity & [-0.6250 -0.4500 -0.2750]
Businesses

5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
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Table 5.1: Concept’s initial state and the strength of the causal influence expressed as (triangular fuzzy numbers) TFNs

Table 5.1: Concept’s initial state and the strength of the causal influence expressed as (triangular fuzzy numbers) TFNs
Concept
C2: Flood(s/ing)

C3: Blackouts / Electricity shortages

State (Ci (t))
[0.5000 0.7500 1.000]

[0.6000 0.8000 1.000]

C4: Housing & Property
damage
C5: Infrastructure damage
C6: Traffic jams
C7: Mobility
C11: Environmental pollution & Degradation
C12: Sanitation
C13: Diseases
C14: Death
C16: Temporary migration
/ Displacement
C17: Absenteeism
C18: Economic activity &
Businesses
C19: Drainage system &
Management

Strength of the influence
(wij )
[0.5142 0.6642 0.8124]
[0.3600 0.4700 0.7000]
[0.1500 0.4750 0.8000]
[-1.000 -0.9500 -0.9000]
[0.4666 0.6500 0.8000]
[-0.8000 -0.6000 -0.4000]
[0.4000 0.5375 0.6750]
[0.2333 0.3833 0.5333]
[0.3000 0.3750 0.5000]
[0.5000 0.6000 0.7000]
[-0.9333 -0.8000 -0.6666]
[-1.000 -0.7000 -0.4000]

C5: Infrastructure damage

[0.6000 0.7000 0.8000]

C21: Alternative power
sources

[0.2000 0.4000 0.6000]
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Concept

State (Ci (t))

Strength of the influence
(wij )

C4: Housing & Property
damage

[0.5000 0.5500 0.6000]

C5: Infrastructure damage

[0.3000 0.6000 0.8000]

C6: Traffic jams

[0.6000 0.7750 0.9000]

C6: Traffic jams

[0.2000 0.4500 0.7000]

C8: Transport fares
C9: Waiting time / Delays
(Goods)

[0.3000 0.4750 0.6500]
[0.2666 0.4666 0.6666]

C7: Mobility

[0.5000 0.5500 0.6000]

C8: Transport fares

[0.5000 0.6500 0.8000]

C9: Waiting time / Delays
(Goods)

[0.6000 0.8000 1.000]

C10: Visibility

[0.4000 0.6000 0.8000]

C11: Environmental pollution & Degradation

[0.3000 0.6000 0.8000]

C14: Death

0.5000 0.6000 0.7000]

C12: Sanitation

[0.3000 0.3500 0.4000]

C13: Diseases

[0.6500 0.7500 0.8500]

5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
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Table 5.1: Concept’s initial state and the strength of the causal influence expressed as (triangular fuzzy numbers) TFNs

Table 5.1: Concept’s initial state and the strength of the causal influence expressed as (triangular fuzzy numbers) TFNs
Concept

State (Ci (t))

C3: Diseases

[0.5000 0.6500 0.8000]

C4: Death

[0.2000 0.4000 0.6000]

C15: Urban agriculture
(produce)

[0.1000 0.2000 0.3000]

C16: Temporary migration/ Displacement

[0.4000 0.5500 0.7000]

C17: Absenteeism

[0.8000 0.9000 1.000]

C18: Economic activity &
Businesses

[0.6000 0.7000 0.8000]

C19: Drainage system &
Management

[0.6000 0.8000 1.000]

C20: Early warning systems

[0.1000 0.4000 0.7000]

C14: Death

Strength of the influence
(wij )
[0.5750 0.6500 0.7000]

C13: Diseases

[-0.9000 -0.7500 -0.6000]

C2: Flood(s/ing)

[-0.6000 -0.5125 -0.4375]

C2: Flood(s/ing)

[-0.700 -0.5750 -0.4500]
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Concept
C21: Alternative power
sources

State (Ci (t))
[0.3000 0.4000 0.5000]

Strength of the influence
(wij )
C3: Blackouts / Electri- [-0.9500 -0.8500 -0.7500]
city shortages

5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala, Uganda
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Table 5.1: Concept’s initial state and the strength of the causal influence expressed as (triangular fuzzy numbers) TFNs

5.1. Baseline simulations

5.1 Baseline simulations
This sub-section presents the results of the base storyline. The system is
simulated at unit time of one day. Figure 5.2–5.6, illustrates the relative
changes and uncertainties (black bands) concepts undergo over time. Table
5.2 indicates the relative change a concept experiences in the immediate,
mid and long term. Here, the immediate term relates to the relative change
observed in the first five iterations, mid-term is defined by the change occurring between the 6th and the 15th iterations and long-term are the changes
classified beyond the 16th iteration. For example, concept C2: Flood(s/ing)
experiences no change in the immediate term, however, it would increase in
the mid and long term, if there are no changes to the system.
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5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala, Uganda
The simulations reveal some interesting findings, a few are narrated here.
The direct and in-direct consequences of heavy rainfall, flooding, environmental pollution and the limited functioning of the drainage system, the
results suggest a large increase in diseases in the immediate-term, while
subsiding by the long-term despite the increase in flooding overtime. Diseases experience the largest subsiding/reducing linear increase. Similarly,
the effects of heavy rainfall, flooding, blackouts, electricity, shortages and
diseases, suggest the largest linear increase in death, with the highest effect
in the immediate-term and diminishing in mid and long-term. Additionally,
absenteeism shows the largest non-linear increase with the increase in flooding overtime while visibility shows the largest linear decrease overtime and
mobility shows the largest non-linear decrease overtime.
Table 5.2 illustrates the relative change (rate of increase or decrease). The
relative change can be translated into the absolute change that a concept has
undergone using the qualitative translation scale (section 3.2.5). Table 5.3
shows the absolute change each concept experiences in the immediate, mid
and long term, given that there are no changes to the system. For example,
based on the relative change, C2: Flood(s/ing) during heavy rainfall increases
from Moderately High to High overtime.
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5.1. Baseline simulations
Figure 5.2: The evolution of the baseline concepts C2–C5
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5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala, Uganda
Figure 5.3: The evolution of the baseline concepts C6–C9
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5.1. Baseline simulations
Figure 5.4: The evolution of concepts C10–C13
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Figure 5.5: The evolution of the baseline concepts C14–C17
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5.1. Baseline simulations
Figure 5.6: The evolution of the baseline concepts C18, C19 and C21
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Concept

Relative change in
the immediate term
N.A.

Relative change in
the mid-term
N.A.

Relative change in
the long term
N.A.

Legend
Increases very much

++++++++++

o

+

++

+++++++++

C3: Blackouts /
Electricity
shortages
C4:
Housing &
Property damage
C5: Infrastructure
damage
C6: Traffic jams

+++

+++

+++

Increases more than
much
Increases much

++++

+++

+++

+++++

+++

+++

+++++

+++

++++

C7: Mobility
C8: Transport fares

-----+++++

--+++

----+++

C9: Waiting time /
Delays (Goods)
C10: Visibility

+++

++

++

--

---

---

C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flood(s/ing)

++++++++

Increases more than
moderately
Increases
moderately
Increases more than
little
Increases a little
Increases more than
very little
Increase very little

+++++++

Increases less than
less little

+

++++++
+++++
++++
+++
++
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Table 5.2: Relative change experienced by a concept over time (Baseline) The linguistic scale of the change over time is shown in the
right-hand column, e.g. one + stands for ‘increases less than little’, which is found for C2: Flood(s/ing) in the midterm. Key: N.A. –
not applicable

Table 5.2: Relative change experienced by a concept over time (Baseline) The linguistic scale of the change over time is shown in the
right-hand column, e.g. one + stands for ‘increases less than little’, which is found for C2: Flood(s/ing) in the midterm. Key: N.A. –
not applicable
Concept

Relative change in
the immediate term
++++

Relative change in
the mid-term
+++

Relative change in
the long term
+++

Legend
No change

o

---

–

---

-

C13: Diseases
C14: Death

+++++++
+++++++

++++
+++++

+
+++++

C15: Urban agriculture (produce)
C16:
Temporary migration /
Displacement
C17: Absenteeism

-

–

–

Decreases less than
less little
Decreases very little
Decreases
more
than very little
Decreases a little

++++

+++

+++

Decreases
than little

-----

+++++

+++

+++++

------

C18:
Economic
activity & Businesses
C19: Drainage system & Management

—

--

---

Decreases moderately
Decreases
more
than moderately

-

o

-

Decreases much

--------

C11:
Environmental pollution &
Degradation
C12: Sanitation

more

-------
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-------

Concept
C20: Early warning
systems
C21:
Alternative
power sources

Relative change in
the immediate term
N.A.

Relative change in
the mid-term
N.A.

Relative change in
the long term
N.A.

++

+

+

Legend
Decreases
than much
Decreases
much

more
very

------------------
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Table 5.2: Relative change experienced by a concept over time (Baseline) The linguistic scale of the change over time is shown in the
right-hand column, e.g. one + stands for ‘increases less than little’, which is found for C2: Flood(s/ing) in the midterm. Key: N.A. –
not applicable

5.1. Baseline simulations
To elaborate, in Table 5.3 the most severe problems during a heavy rainfall
as perceived (Column two) is absenteeism, transportation fares, waiting time,
and delays in goods arriving, flood(s/ing), blackouts, electricity shortages,
sanitation, urban agriculture (produce). However, if heavy rains are to continue, the most important problems in the immediate term (Column three)
based on the absolute change in state are transportation fares, mobility,
absenteeism, diseases, death, waiting time / delays (Goods), traffic jams,
blackouts and electricity shortages, respectively. Similarly, in the mid-term
(Column four), the most important problems relate to absenteeism, visibility,
urban agriculture (produce), blackouts, electricity shortages, transport fares,
waiting time and delays in goods arriving, respectively. In the long-term
(Column five), the most important problems relate to absenteeism, visibility, urban agriculture (produce), sanitation, blackouts, electricity shortages,
transport fares, waiting time and delays in goods arriving, respectively.
The results illustrated in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 reveal some interesting
findings. The concepts that experience the most (relative) change from its
initial state are death, absenteeism, diseases, traffic jams, mobility, transport
fares. However, the most important problems in absolute terms overtime,
based on the concept’s initial are absenteeism, transport fares, waiting time,
delays in goods arriving, blackouts, and electricity shortages, urban agriculture (produce) and flood(s/ing), respectively. Relative change tells us the
rate of change that a concept undergoes, i.e., whether there is an increase
or a decrease. Implying, a large relative change can cause a large change in
a concept that is not important, while a small relative change can cause a
small change in a concept that is important. Therefore, it is important to
know the absolute change a concept experiences to understand whether the
relative change a concept experiences is important to the given system.
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Concept
C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flood(s/ing)
C3: Blackouts /
Electricity
shortages
C4:
Housing &
Property damage
C5: Infrastructure
damage
C6: Traffic jams
C7: Mobility
C8: Transport fares

Initial state in fuzzy
linguistics
Moderately High

Absolute change in
the immediate term
N.A.

Absolute change in
the mid-term
N.A.

Absolute change in
the long term
N.A.

Moderately High
Moderately High

Moderately High
More than High

High
More than High

High
More than High

Moderate

High

Moderately High +

Moderately High +

Moderate

More than High

Moderately High

Moderately High

Moderate
Moderate
High

Moderately High
Moderately Low
More than High

High
Low
More than High

More than High

More than High
Moderately Lower
than Low
Moderately High +

Lower than Low
Moderate +

C9: Waiting time /
Delays (Goods)
C10: Visibility

High

More than High
Very Low
More than Very
High
More than High

Moderate

Moderately Low

C11:
Environmental pollution &
Degradation
C12: Sanitation
C13: Diseases

Moderate

High

Moderately Lower
than Low
Moderately High +

Moderately Low
Moderate

Lesser than Low
Very High

Low
High
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Table 5.3: Absolute change in concept’s state overtime (Baseline)

Table 5.3: Absolute change in concept’s state overtime (Baseline)
Concept
C14: Death
C15: Urban agriculture (produce)
C16:
Temporary migration /
Displacement
C17: Absenteeism
C18:
Economic
activity & Businesses
C19: Drainage system & Management
C20: Early warning
systems
C21:
Alternative
power sources

Initial state in fuzzy
linguistics
Moderately Low
Low

Absolute change in
the immediate term
More than High
Low

Absolute change in
the mid-term
High
Lesser than Low

Absolute change in
the long term
High
Lesser than Low

Moderate

High

Moderately High

Moderately High

Very High

More than Very
High
Lesser than Moderate

More than
High
Moderate

More than Very
High
Lesser than Moderate

High

Lesser than High

High

Lesser than High

Moderately Low

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Moderately Low

Moderate

Moderately Low

Moderately Low

Moderately High

Very

5.1. Baseline simulations
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5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
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5.2 Scenario analysis: Improved drainage and early
warning systems
In this sub-section an alternate storyline is modelled. In this alternative
storyline, a policy strategy for reducing flooding was simulated. This scenario was co-designed by the experts during knowledge elicitation. For this
policy scenario the causal links between from C2: Flood(s/ing) to C19:
Drainage system & Management is removed, while increasing the causal
strength and influence of C20: Early warning system from its initial state of
(0.1000 0.4000 0.7000) to (0.6000 0.7000 0.8000). These updates are made
to weight matrices, thus creating a new perceptron layer. This is then simulated to understand the direct (incremental) and in-direct (transformational)
changes to the system, i.e. to understand how these policies contributes to
reducing or exacerbating the problems faced as a result of heavy rainfall.
Therefore, this scenario/storyline is compared against the base-story/baseline.
Figure 5.7–5.10 and Table 5.4 illustrates the relative change the system
experiences in the immediate, mid and long term. To understand the direct and in-direct changes to the system given the implementation of these
strategies Table 5.4 and Table 5.2 are compared.
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5.2. Scenario analysis: Improved drainage and early warning systems
Figure 5.7: he evolution of the scenario concepts C2–C5
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5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala, Uganda
Figure 5.8: The evolution of the scenario concepts C6–C9
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5.2. Scenario analysis: Improved drainage and early warning systems
Figure 5.9: The evolution of the scenario concepts C10–C13
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Figure 5.10: The evolution of the scenario concepts C14, C18 and C21
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Table 5.4: Relative change experienced by a concept overtime (Alternative storyline)
Concept

Relate change in the
mid-term
N.A.
-+++

Relate change in the
long term
N.A.
+++

++++
+++++
+++++
-----+++++
+++

++
+++
+++
--+++
+

+++
+++
+++
--+++
+

-++++

--++

—
+++

--++++++
++++++
++++

++++
++++
-++

—
+
+++
-+++

+++++
---

+++
-

++++
---
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5.2. Scenario analysis: Improved drainage and early warning systems

C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flood(s/ing)
C3: Blackouts / Electricity shortages
C4: Housing & Property damage
C5: Infrastructure damage
C6: Traffic jams
C7: Mobility
C8: Transport fares
C9: Waiting time / Delays
(Goods)
C10: Visibility
C11: Environmental pollution &
Degradation
C12: Sanitation
C13: Diseases
C14: Death
C15: Urban agriculture (produce)
C16: Temporary migration / Displacement
C17: Absenteeism
C18: Economic activity & Businesses

Relate change in the
immediate term
N.A.
+++

Concept
C19: Drainage system & Management
C20: Early warning systems
C21: Alternative power sources

Relate change in the
immediate term
+

Relate change in the
mid-term
o

Relate change in the
long term
o

N.A.
++

N.A.
+

N.A.
+
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Table 5.4: Relative change experienced by a concept overtime (Alternative storyline)

5.2. Scenario analysis: Improved drainage and early warning systems
The comparison of Table 5.2 and Table 5.4 reveals some interesting finding. The simulation suggests this policy scenario reduces flooding from the
immediate term. The simulations also suggest that the rate of flooding
changes from positive to negative. Additionally, this policy scenario has
significant transformational/in-direct effects in the mid and long-term time
frames on death, diseases, traffic jams, waiting, delays in goods and mobility
are affected. For instance, death, diseases, traffic jams waiting time and
delays in goods arriving shows a subsiding/reducing, linear increase of a lesser
strength while mobility shows a subsiding/reducing linear decrease of a lesser
strength when compared to the base-storyline across all time frames. Additionally, this policy scenario has some effect on housing, property damage,
and absenteeism in the mid-term and on economic activity and businesses in
the long-term, conversely, the remaining concepts remain unaffected overtime.
Table 5.5 shows the absolute change each concept experiences in the
immediate, mid and long term in this alternative storyline. Flooding is the
only concept that experiences change from the immediate term. The concepts
(problems) C3—C18 remain the same despite the policy interventions and
noticeable changes occur only during the mid and long term. Death reduces
significantly by the long-term while diseases, traffic jams, waiting time and
delays in goods arriving reduce while mobility increases when compared to
the base-story during the mid and long term (also evident from the relative
change). However, knowing the absolute change helps identify, the most
important problems given the changes to the system. In this case, the importance of problems in the mid and long term are not the same and changes
when compared to the base story. For instance, in this storyline, the most
important problems in the mid and long term are absenteeism, blackouts,
electricity shortages, transport fares and visibility, respectively.
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Concept
C1: Rainfall (Intensity)
C2: Flood(s/ing)
C3: Blackouts /
Electricity
shortages
C4:
Housing &
Property damage
C5: Infrastructure
damage
C6: Traffic jams
C7: Mobility
C8: Transport fares

Initial state in fuzzy
linguistics
Moderately High

Absolute change in
the immediate term
N.A.

Absolute change in
the mid-term
N.A.

Absolute change in
the long term
N.A.

Moderately High
Moderately High

Moderately High More than High

Moderate
More than High

Moderately High More than High

Moderate

High

Moderately High

Moderately High

Moderate

More than High

Moderately High

Moderately High

Moderate
Moderate
High

Moderately High
Moderately Low
More than High

Moderately High
Moderately Low
More than High

High

High
Moderately Lower
than Low
Moderately High +

Lesser than Low
Moderate +

C9: Waiting time /
Delays (Goods)
C10: Visibility

High

More than High
Very Low
More than Very
High
More than High

Moderate

Moderately Low

C11:
Environmental pollution &
Degradation
C12: Sanitation
C13: Diseases

Moderate

High

Moderately Lower
than Low
Moderately High

Moderately Low
Moderate

Lesser than Low
Very High -

Moderately Low High
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Table 5.5: Absolute change in concept’s state overtime (Alternative storyline)

Table 5.5: Absolute change in concept’s state overtime (Alternative storyline)
Concept

C18:
Economic
activity & Businesses
C19: Drainage system & Management
C20: Early warning
systems
C21:
Alternative
power sources

Absolute change in
the immediate term
Very High Low

Absolute change in
the mid-term
Moderately High
Lesser than Low

Absolute change in
the long term
Moderate
Lesser than Low

Moderate

High

Moderate +

Moderately High

Very High

More than Very
High
Lesser than Moderate

More than Very
High
Moderate High -

More than Very
High
Lesser than Moderate

High

High +

High

High

Moderately Low

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Moderately Low

Moderate

Moderately Low

Moderately Low

Moderately High
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5.2. Scenario analysis: Improved drainage and early warning systems

C14: Death
C15: Urban agriculture (produce)
C16:
Temporary migration /
Displacement
C17: Absenteeism

Initial state in fuzzy
linguistics
Moderately Low
Low

5. Results: The social, environmental and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala, Uganda

5.3 Summary
In this chapter perceived risks associated with heavy rainfall in Kampala
is modelled. A policy scenario is also simulated to test its effectiveness in
reducing these risks and vulnerabilities. The base-storyline suggests that the
largest relative change that concepts undergo are death, diseases and absenteeism. Additionally, the concepts that are affected adversely based on the
concepts initial conditions/ states in the immediate term are transportation
fares, mobility, absenteeism, and diseases followed by absenteeism, visibility,
urban agriculture (produce), blackouts, electricity shortages, transport fares,
waiting time and delays in goods arriving in the mid-term and long-term.
From the base-storyline the most important problems and risks that Kampala city faces during heavy rainfall is understood. This also suggests that
Kampala city does not currently have adequate and effective measures in
place to reduce these risks.
For risk reduction planning a policy scenario for reducing flooding was simulated to understand the direct (incremental) and in-direct (transformation)
changes to the system. The results suggest that this policy scenario reduces
flooding from the immediate term, additionally some concepts undergo some
change in the mid and long term. Concepts that experience change in both in
relative and absolute terms are death, diseases, traffic jams, waiting, delays
in goods and mobility. The policy scenario also suggests that the rate of
flooding changes from positive to negative, but this change is not effective to
mitigate flooding completely, inferred from the absolute change in state. Additionally, most associated risks as a result of heavy rainfall and flooding are
not mitigated completely with only some becoming a lesser problem. Hence,
there is a need to test several policy options and development strategies in
combination to evaluate their effectiveness in mitigating the risks associated
with heavy rainfall and flooding.
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6. Synthesis

6.1 The Generalised FCM approach in the light of the
research objectives
FCMs are increasingly being used in socio-ecological systems [17, 18, 19, 22,
21, 25, 42, 43, 44] analysis, urban planning, [45, 46, 47, 24], medicine [48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54] and business intelligence [55, 56] due to their ability in
modelling complex causal interactions. The aim of this study was to design
a flexible FCM approach that is capable of modelling and analysing the
behaviour of complex qualitative systems. The motivation for designing such
a method is to help analyse the behaviour of complex social-environmentaltechnological systems, specifically, to understand the manifestation of climate
risks and analyse possible policy options and development pathways. This
study addresses the issue of modelling the dynamics of complex qualitative
systems using FCMs. This was the intended goal of FCMs as envisioned by
Kosko [5, 6]. The efficacy of this GFCM approach or GFCMs was tested by
simulating the dynamic behaviour of the consequences of heavy rainfall in
Kampala city, Uganda. In the following sub-sections the GFCM approach
is discussed in the light of the research objectives. In the next section, the
main contributions of this study and future work is outlined.

6.1.1 Objective 1: Analyse FCMs capability in modelling complex
qualitative system dynamics
The second chapter of this thesis explores traditional FCMs and the advances
in FCMs. These were analysed to understand their capabilities in modelling qualitative SD. Based on the evaluation of the advancements in FCMs,
causal properties of dynamic systems are cogitated and issues that need to
be addressed to be able to model complex qualitative SD were discussed. It
is concluded that problems such as i) the absolute change that the system
undergoes ii) the capture representation and simulation of “fuzziness” iii)
the time dynamics of relations and iv) the simulation of dynamics using perceptron mechanisms need to be addressed to be able to model the dynamics
of complex qualitative systems.

6.1.2 Objective 2: Design an approach that overcomes the limitations
in conventional FCMs in modelling complex qualitative system
dynamics
Chapter three proposes a flexible analytical framework to simulate real
world SD using FCMs. The proposed framework outlines knowledge capture,
representation, transformation, augmentation and simulation which is briefly
described below.
1. In this generalised FCM framework, knowledge regarding the dynamics
of causal relations are elicited. Here data is elicited from expert’s using
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semi-structured interviews and cognitive mapping exercises. Additionally, information regarding concepts and their interactions i.e. concept
states, the strength of influences based on the time taken for the effect
of a cause to be felt is elicited.
2. The dynamics of these causal relations perceived are transformed into
fuzzy If-Then rules which helps represent complex causal dynamics in
a flexible manner.
3. Once the knowledge has been transformed into If-Then rules. The
system is defined by selecting causal dynamics of interest. These causal
dynamics are augmented whenever there is an overlap in the rules as a
result of similarities in perceptions.
4. Since this approach uses TFNs to represent states of concepts and the
strength of a causal influence, standard fuzzy arithemtics’ is used to
augment the rules. The fuzzy values are not de-fuzzified to retain and
represent fuzziness or uncertainty when simulating the system.
5. Finally, the dynamics including the time dynamics of relations are
simulated using multiple layer perceptrons with a a modified inference
rule that can handle fuzzy arithemtics’, and dummy nodes and value
preserving links to model time lags.
This framework helps, capture, represent and simulate complex causal
dynamics while managing uncertainty. This approach includes methods from
literature to overcome problems that render FCMs limited in modelling
qualitative SD. However, modelling the time dynamics of relations has no
straightforward solution, this is tested with real world data.

6.1.3 Objective 3: Test the proposed approach in modelling the time
dynamics in complex qualitative systems
In Chapter 4 data elicited from experts is modelled to test the efficacy of
GFCMs in modelling complex qualitative information. GFCMs explains
both the relative change and the absolute change whereas traditional FCMs
explains only the relative change. Relative change tells us the rate of change
that a concept undergoes, i.e., whether there is an increase or a decrease.
This also means a large relative change can cause a large change in a concept
that is not important, while a small relative change can cause a small change
in a concept that is important. Therefore, it is necessary to know the absolute
change a concept experiences to understand whether the relative change a
concept experiences is important to the given system.
Additionally, in this chapter the simulation of time relations is emphasised.
The time dynamics of relations, i.e. time decayed dynamic influences and
time lagged dynamic influences are modelled. The time decayed dynamic
influences is modelled implicitly using multiple layers of perceptrons and the
time lagged dynamic influences is modelled using explicit time lags.
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The use of multiple perceptron layers helps simulate the dynamics of
a system with each perceptron layer defining the system at time t. This
helps in simulating dynamics of a system and the effects of a ‘time decayed
dynamic influence’ as concept’s states can be changed and their interactions
updated based on the information elicited from experts or the the output
of the first simulation can be used as an input for the second simulation
and so on. Additionally, causal interactions of each unit-time can modelled
separately which helps in analysing, for example immediate or long term
interactions alone which might be useful for some modellers. This method
also helps in time scaling, i.e. reduces computational difficulty in modelling
a system that interacts at various temporal units.
Time lags between causes and effects are modelled explicitly using the
newly proposed method. This method incorporates dummy nodes and a
new value preservation method for simulating time lags. Time lags, changes
both the final steady state values of the concepts and the number iterations
taken for the system to stabilise. This implies that when time lags are not
included the results of the simulation can be either an overestimation or an
underestimation of the stabilisation values. In the simulation of the real world
case, the results were an overestimation. Additionally, this modelling helps
simulate time-lagged dynamic influences using multiple perceptron layers, if
information regarding the change in influence based on the time lags is elicited.
Finally, GFCMs, retain fuzziness and ambiguity in experts reasoning
from knowledge capture through simulations, thus addressing uncertainties
in system evolution which traditional FCMs do not address. GFCMs provide
detailed information regarding the evolution of a system considering the
causal properties in dynamic systems and the semantics when using FCMs
to model these dynamics. GFCMs, unlike traditional FCMs it tries to avoid
providing results that are very generic and sometimes ineffectual. However,
when using GFCMs, information regarding the dynamics of a system is
elicited from experts which is time consuming and experts might not invest
the time, if there is no reward. This issue reduces the ease of using GFCMs.

6.1.4 Objective 4: Model a real world complex qualitative system and
demonstrate the approaches capability in simulating its behaviour
In chapter 5, the simulation of the real-world case was described. The perceived risks associated with heavy rainfall in Kampala was modelled and the
effectiveness of a policy option in reducing these risks was simulated. The
base-storyline suggests that the largest relative change that concepts undergo
are death, diseases and absenteeism. However, the concepts that are affected
adversely based on the concepts initial conditions/ states in the immediate
term are transportation fares, mobility, absenteeism, and diseases followed
by absenteeism, visibility, urban agriculture (produce), blackouts, electricity
shortages, transport fares, waiting time and delays in goods arriving in the
mid-term and long-term. From the base-storyline the most important prob110
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lems and risks that Kampala city faces during heavy rainfall is understood.
This also suggests that Kampala city does not currently have adequate and
effective measures in place to reduce these risks.
For risk reduction planning a policy scenario for reducing flooding was simulated to understand the direct (incremental) and in-direct (transformation)
changes to the system. The results suggest that this policy scenario reduces
flooding from the immediate term, additionally some concepts undergo some
change in the mid and long term. Concepts that experience change in both in
relative and absolute terms are death, diseases, traffic jams, waiting, delays
in goods and mobility. The policy scenario also suggests that the rate of
flooding changes from positive to negative, but this change is not effective
enough to mitigate flooding completely, inferred from the absolute change
in state. Additionally, most associated risks as a result of heavy rainfall
and flooding are not mitigated completely with only some becoming a lesser
problem. From the results presented it can be concluded that Kampala
does not have effective measures in place to neither mitigate flooding nor
manage the associate risks. There is a need for improvements in early warning
systems, drainage system & management, specially, overcoming the issue of
waste disposed on the banks of drains, which during floods/ing clogs thus
decreases their functioning in removing flood water. These improvements can
help reduce flooding and associated risks demonstrated from the alternative
storyline modelled. However, there is a need to a need to test several policy
options and development strategies in combination to mitigate the risks
associated with heavy rainfall and flooding.

6.2 Reflections
6.2.1 Main contributions
The main contribution of this study is the GFCM approach, which is a
powerful soft-computing tool capable of modelling the dynamics of complex
qualitative systems. It details a flexible framework to capture, represent
and simulate experts knowledge regarding the dynamics of systems. GFCMs
serves as a decision support systems as knowledge regarding concepts and
their dynamics can be modelled to understand their behaviour and evolution over time. GFCMs is an improvement over most conventional FCMs
as detailed simulations provide the state change and relative change over
time while managing uncertainty. Additionally, scenarios can be generated
thereby helping decisions makers interact and evaluate policy options. Unlike
conventional, and most extensions in FCMs discussed, the advantages of
this approach are the following i) it can model complex qualitative systems
while explaining the evolution of a system not only as some relative change
but also as the absolute change a concept undergoes, ii) it considers and
incorporates the dynamics associated with the inclusion of time when modelling causal connections while explaining the evolution of a system through
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time and iii) addresses the issue of uncertainty or fuzziness by eliciting fuzzy
number ranges from experts, representing causal relation as fuzzy rules and
by simulating the model using an inference method [57] similar to that of
Kosko’s [5] which, allows fuzzy arithmetics’. The use of multiple layers of perceptrons enhances the simulation of the time dynamics of the system. Thus
the generalised FCM approach explains the dynamics of a system in greater
detail than conventional FCMs. Hence, results produced are robust, thus
enabling better decision-making. However, the generalised FCM approach
has a few drawbacks, the elicitation of causal dynamics is intensive and more
time consuming. The point of highest belief is not acquired thus limiting the
representation of asymmetric causal relation.
The second contribution of this study is a the simulation of the time
dynamics of relations. Time lagged and time decayed dynamic influences
are modelled using explicit time lags and multiple layers of perceptrons.
Additionally, a new method of modelling time lags is proposed. This method
also solves the inherent limitations in modelling a delay in FCMs. This
study is the possibly the first of its kind to delve into the representation and
simulation of the time dynamics of causal relations in FCMs.
The third contribution is the co-creation of knowledge and the simulation
of the social, environmental, and technological consequences of heavy rainfall
in Kampala, Uganda. The co-creation of knowledge with experts helps them
structure thoughts and the simulations helps decision-makers visualise and
trace the behaviour of each the system’s dynamics. The simulations also
helps to analyse the dynamics of a system given some changes to the system
or policy intervention. This helps enhance understanding regarding the
dynamics of the system in a comprehensible manner. This was achieved by
generating a scenario to help decision makers analyse policies by evaluating
various management options and development strategies.

6.2.2 Conclusion and future research
This study has explored the feasibility of the generalised FCM approach or
GFCMs in modelling complex qualitative system dynamics. Conventional
FCMs cannot model the dynamics of complex qualitative systems. GFCMs
proposes eliciting a greater detail of knowledge regarding the dynamics
between concepts and their interactions to be able to simulate SD in detail.
GFCMs uses fuzzy rules to represent these dynamics of concepts and relations,
including the time dynamics of relations, and introduces a multi-step simulation method that incorporates several, single-layer perceptrons to simulate
the dynamics, i.e. temporally explicit development of concepts and relations.
Additionally, this approach can explain both the relative and absolute change
to a given system while retaining fuzziness and ambiguity typically associated
with expert knowledge when representing and simulating the dynamics of
concepts and relations. GFCMs create a new perspective and alternative option to modelling the behaviour of complex qualitative system dynamics with
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FCMs. Despite the possible increase in knowledge required, this approach is
versatile in its use and a possible improvement over other extensions of FCMs
when trying to model the dynamics of real world complex qualitative systems.
This study focuses on the development and implementation of a flexible
FCM approach for modelling complex qualitative system dynamics. Nonetheless there is more that needs to be explored and a few limitations that need
to be addressed. One issue that was not fully addressed was the elicitation
of the highest point of belief in the fuzzy number ranges provided by experts.
Understanding this can help represent ambiguity addressing the issue of uncertainty in simulations to a greater detail. Additionally, eliciting information
regarding the state(s) of concepts their dynamic influences based on the time
taken for the effect to be felt is time consuming. To address these problems
there is a need to design and test qualitative data elicitation methods that
are streamlined. Additionally, static network analysis for GFCMs needs to be
explored and new methods need to be developed since fuzzy numbers are used.
In conclusion, the efficacy of GFCMs have been tested in capturing and
modelling complex qualitative SD using a real world case. This method is a
possible improvement in modelling when compared to traditional FCMs and
the advances in FCMs. However, this needs to be tested in various fields to
truly understand its potential in modelling complex SD.
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A. Sample questionnaire

Name: _________________________
Age: _________________________
Sex: _________________________
Occupation: _________________________
Sector and expertise: _________________________

PART- I

➢ Name a concept that influences other concept(s) in the system
Concept Name (Cn):
Short description: _________________________
➢ What would you say is the current state/ level/ value of the concept as observed in the last five
years?
Do not know
1
2
Very Low
Label 1:_________

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Very High
_________:Label 2

➢ What are the concept(s) that is affected by C n?
Concept Name (Wn1):
Short description: _________________________
➢ Based on the level of concept Cn,
❖ Explain the time taken for the effects to be felt on Wn1
(AND)
❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on W n1 at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Do not know

Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Time Range: _________________________
If time relations are unknown, explain only once how much of an increase or decrease it causes
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wn1
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________
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-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2

❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on W n1 at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
If time relations are unknown, explain only once how much of an increase or decrease it causes
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wn1
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2

❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on Wn1 at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wn1
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2
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➢ What are the concept(s) that is affected by C n?
Concept Name (Wn2):
Short description: _________________________
➢ Based on the level of concept Cn,
❖ Explain the time taken for the effects to be felt on Wn2
(AND)
❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on W n2 at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Do not know

Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
If time relations are unknown, explain only once how much of an increase or decrease it causes
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wn2
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2

❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on W 22 at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wn2
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2

❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on Wn2 at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wn2
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________
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-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2

➢ What are the concept(s) that is affected by C n?
Concept Name (Wnn):
Short description: _________________________
➢ Based on the level of concept Cn,
❖ Explain the time taken for the effects to be felt on Wnn
(AND)
❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on W nn at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Do not know

Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
If time relations are unknown, explain only once how much of an increase or decrease it causes
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wnn
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2

❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on W nn at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wnn
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2

❖ Explain how much of an increase or decrease it causes on W nn at different time intervals;
provide a minimum of three such interactions, if known.
Hours

Days

Weeks

Months

Years

Range: _________________________
Influence of the Concept Cn on Wnn
-10
-9
-8
Large decrease/ Decreasing
very much
Label 1:_________

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Large increase/ Increasing
very much
_________:Label 2
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PART – II
➢ Explain the level/ state/ value of the concepts that are only affected and do
not affect others
❖ Implying, provide level/ state/ value of concepts that have only arrows
entering them and not leaving them
Concept (C*) Name: __________
Do not know
1
2
Very Low
Label 1:_________

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10
Very High
_________:Label 2

7

8

10
Very High
_________:Label 2

7

8

9
10
Very High
_________:Label 2

Concept (C**) Name: __________
Do not know
1
2
Very Low
Label 1:_________

3

4

5

6

9

Concept (C***) Name: __________
Do not know
1
2
Very Low
Label 1:_________

3

4

5

6

5
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C

Iterations
Table A2 explains the number of iterations that each concept takes before
concepts starts stabilising. The system where time lags are not considered
cannot be interpreted in units of time as a unit Base-Time is not selected
and a time lag is not modelled. However, the system that considers time
relations can be interpreted as function of time, since the unit Base-Time the
system is modelled is explicit and the system considers modelling the effect
of a time lag. The unit Base-Time that the system with time lags is modelled
at is six hours (Table 2). It is evident from Table 4 that the incorporation
of time lags increases the time taken for the system to stabilise. The entire
system can also be explained through time and the maximum time taken for
the system to stabilise is 11.75 days.
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Concepts

System without
time*
C1: Heavy rainfall (Intensity)
N.A.
C2: Flooding
16
C3: Electricity shortages & elec- 20
trocutions
C4: Housing & property damage 21
C5: Infrastructure damage (incl. 19
transport)
C6: Loss of life
22
C7: Displacement
21
C8: Traffic Jams
20
C9: Sanitation
15
C10: Economic activity
17
C11: Theft
21
C12: Environmental degradation 9
C13: Absenteeism (work, school 23
& colleges)
C14: Mobility
24
C15: Diseases
28
C16: Unclog and revive drains
N.A.
C17: Alternative energy: Gener- N.A.
ators & Solar
C18: Wetlands
15
C19: Early warning systems
N.A.

System considering time
N.A.
45
39

System evolution in hours
N.A.
270
234

System evolution in days
N.A.
11.25
9.75

47
44

282
264

11.75
11

43
38
31
33
17
20
13
32

258
228
186
198
102
120
78
192

10.75
9.5
7.75
8.25
4.25
5
3.25
8

34
4
N.A.
N.A.

204
24
N.A.
N.A.

8.5
1
N.A.
N.A.

20
N.A.

120
N.A.

5
N.A.

C. Iterations
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Table C.1: Comparison of the number if iterations the system with time lags vs. the same system without time lags

Table C.1: Comparison of the number if iterations the system with time lags vs. the same system without time lags
Concepts
C20:
C21:
C22:
* Nr

System without System consider- System evolutime*
ing time
tion in hours
Food shortages
15
33
198
Relocation & Resettlement N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Rainwater Harvesting
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
of iterations cannot be translated into the time as the system is not modeled at a unit

System evolution in days
8.25
N.A.
N.A.
Base Time
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D

Simulation of the system when
time relations are not considered
Figure D.1, D.2, D.3 and D.4, illustrate the simulation results of the system
of shown in Figure 4.10, where time lags have not been implemented. It is
important to note that when time relations are not considered the iterations
does not explain the evolution of the system through time as there is no
pre-define unit Base-Time that the system is modelled at.
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D. Simulation of the system when time relations are not considered

Figure D.1: Evolution of concepts C2-C5 when time relations are not considered
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Figure D.2: Evolution of concepts C6-C9 when time relations are not considered
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D. Simulation of the system when time relations are not considered

Figure D.3: Evolution of concepts C10-C13 when time relations are not
considered
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Figure D.4: Evolution of concepts C14, C15, C18, C20 when time relations
are not considered
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Concepts
C1: Heavy rainfall
(Intensity)
C2: Flooding
C3:
Electricity
shortages & electrocutions
C4:
Housing &
property damage
C5: Infrastructure
damage (incl. transport)
C6: Loss of life
C7: Displacement
C8: Traffic Jams

Relative Change
N.A.

Absolute Change
More than High

Nr. of Iterations*
N.A.

-0.010438255
0.287675459

No change
Increase little more
than very little

More than High
High

16
20

0.215933052

Increase very little

Low

21

0.341138144

Increase more than
very little

Moderately High

19

0.203930401
0.219614501
0.295248319

Increase very little
Increase very little
Increase little more
than very little
Decrease little more
than little
Decrease a little

Moderate
High
High

22
21
20

C9: Sanitation

-0.492713527

Low

15

C10:
Economic
activity
C11: Theft

-0.314704741

Less than Low

17

Increase little more
than very little
Increase little more
than very little

Moderate

21

C12:
Environmental degradation

0.314343658

Moderate

9

0.85

0.35167004

D. Simulation of the system when time relations are not considered
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Table D.1: Evolution of the system without time lags

Table D.1: Evolution of the system without time lags
Concepts
C13: Absenteeism
(work, school & colleges)
C14: Mobility
C15: Diseases
C16: Unclog and revive drains
C17: Alternative
energy: Generators
& Solar
C18: Wetlands

Relative Change
No change

Absolute Change
Lesser than Very
High

Nr. of Iterations*
23

Low
Moderately Low

24
28

0.35

Decrease very little
Decrease more than
very little
N.A.

Moderately Low

N.A.

0.3

N.A.

Moderately Low

N.A.

-0.211488399

Decrease little more
than very little
N.A.

Moderately Low

15

Lower than Low

N.A.

Increase little more
than very little
N.A..

Moderately Low

15

More than High

N.A.

N.A.

Very Low

N.A.

-0.005615221

-0.205433872
-0.354480511

C19: Early warning 0.15
systems
C20 : Food short- 0.368109603
ages
C21 : Relocation & 0.8
Resettlement
C22 :
Rainwater 0.1
Harvesting
* Nr of iterations cannot be translated into

the time as the system is not modeled at a unit Base Time
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Concepts
Rainfall (Intensity)

Description
Experts perceived that the rainfall intensity higher today during
the rainfall months and is in the range moderate to very high.
This is referred to in-text as heavy rainfall.
Flood(s/ing)
Several experts spoke about localised flooding and flash floods in
the Bwaise, Kyambogo, Nalukolongo, Kamwokya Clock tower and
Namasuba a long Entebbe road areas of Kampala, while other
spoke about flooding in Kampala in general.
Blackouts / Electricity Experts perceived sometime total blackouts and shortages in electrishortages
city supply for instance loss of electricity phase(s) in the household
and in commercial complexes
Infrastructure damage
Experts perceived damage to telephone and electricity lines and
poles. Furthermore, they also perceived damage to road transport
infrastructure.
Housing & Property dam- This relates to areas Bwaise, Kyambogo, Nalukolongo, Kamwokya
age
and Namasuba a long Entebbe road where flood(s/ing) not only
damages houses and informal settlements but also damages household items
Perceived as stationary or very slow-moving traffic and road high
Traffic jams
congestion
Mobility
The inability to move freely across the city
Transport fares
The cost of public transport in private/public buses / Boda-bodas
Waiting time / Delays
Time consumed in traffic and waiting for public transport services
(Goods)
Visibility
Ability to see clearly

E. Perceived concepts and their meaning
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Table E.1: Brief description of concepts perceived

Table E.1: Brief description of concepts perceived
Concepts
Description
Environmental pollution &
Relates to ecological damage such as the wetland ecosystem, air
Degradation
(fumes from traffic ha) and water pollution
Sanitation
The cleanliness of the city
Diseases
Relates to water and vector borne diseases
Death
Relates to the loss of life
Crops that grown within the city of Kampala
Urban agriculture (produce)
Temporary migration /
Unwanted removal from a place, sometimes only for a short
Displacement
period
Absenteeism
Relates to being absent in schools, colleges and work places
Economic activity & BusiRelates to business that shops, traders and vendors on a daily
nesses
basis
Drainage system & ManThe system in place to direct water in the city including flood
agement
and storm water
Early warning systems
Weather forecast systems that inform the onset of extreme events
Alternative power sources
Such as diesel generators, back-up batteries and solar panels
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a b s t r a c t
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) were developed as a tool for capturing and modelling the behaviour
of qualitative system dynamics. However, several drawbacks have been identified that limit FCMs
ability in simulating the behaviour of qualitative system. This paper addresses the limitations of
FCMs in modelling complex qualitative system dynamics and proposes a generalised Fuzzy Cognitive
Mapping (FCM) approach that is able to overcome those limitations. This approach uses fuzzy rules to
represent the dynamics of concepts and relations, including time dynamics of relations and introduces
a multistep simulation approach that can use several single layer perceptrons to simulate the dynamics
of concepts and relations overtime. This approach also incorporates the fuzziness and ambiguity
widely associated with expert knowledge when representing and simulating the dynamics of concepts
and relations. In this paper, the design of the proposed generalised FCM approach is explained and
demonstrated for a real-world case of the consequences of high intensity rainfall in Kampala City,
Uganda. This generalised FCM approach creates a new perspective and an alternative approach to
model the behaviour of complex qualitative system dynamics using FCMs.
© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
System Dynamics (SD) is a computer-aided approach to understanding the functioning and behaviour of complex systems
such as cities, the climate and ecosystems, for policy analysis and
design, initially developed from the work of Jay W. Forrester [1].
According to Jay W. Forrester [2], ‘‘System dynamics deals with
how things change through time, which covers most of what most
people find important. System dynamics involves interpreting
real life systems into computer simulation models that allow
one to see how the structure and decision-making policies in a
system create its behaviour’’. Complex systems as characterised
by Chan [3], is any system featuring a large number of interacting
components (agents, processes, etc.) that is often difficult to
understand, and hard to solve and requires the development, or
the use of, new scientific tools, nonlinear models, out-of equilibrium descriptions, and computer simulations [4]. Complex social
systems include human behaviour, and can have concepts interacting in a manner that is quantitative (definitive) and/or
qualitative (abstract), with the latter being particularly difficult to
include in modelling exercises due to their qualitative nature and
the resulting challenges of quantification. The exclusion of such
⇤ Corresponding author.

E-mail addresses: a.nair@utwente.nl (A. Nair), d.reckien@utwente.nl
(D. Reckien), m.f.a.m.vanmaarseveen@utwente.nl (M.F.A.M. van Maarseveen).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asoc.2019.105754
1568-4946/© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.

abstract qualitative concepts can bring into question the conclusions arrived at and the models relation to reality. To be able
to explain, predict, and understand complexity, it is argued [5]
that qualitative phenomena – that can play a substantive role
in systems – should be included. Therefore, qualitative systems
analysis or qualitative modelling [6] is increasingly being used for
analysing the dynamics of complex systems. Kosko [7] introduced
fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) as a tool for capturing and explaining the behaviour of dynamic qualitative systems [7–9]. FCMs,
as explained in [7,10–12] are increasingly been used to model
and analyse the behaviour of qualitative systems [13–20]. Over
the last 30 years, this fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM) approach
has become increasingly popular due to the ease of design and
the low computational requirements for simulating social system
dynamics [21,22] , largely using two forms of application, and
connected data use and generation: (1) the deductive approachemploying knowledge that is gathered by interviewing experts
from the area of application; (2) the inductive approach-an automated and semi-automated approach designed for learning FCM
rules based on historical data [13,16,19,20,23–28].
This paper is about designing a generalised fuzzy cognitive
mapping approach for capturing, representing, and simulating the
behaviour of complex qualitative systems. FCMs in general are
seen to have a number of advantages over traditional, quantitative modelling approaches. Advantages of FCMs comprise, e.g., the
ability to model data scarce environments with the use of natural language, expressing knowledge, perceptions, experiences or
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Abstract
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) have been used to quantitatively model the dynamics
of complex systems and predict their behaviours. However, they are usually unable to
address the issues arising from time lags between causes and e↵ects. Accordingly, Generalized Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (GFCMs) have been introduced to overcome this problem.
This article deals with a breed of GFCMs that addresses time lags between cause(s) and
e↵ect(s), demonstrated by a case-study that deals with the socio-economic consequences
of heavy rainfall in Kampala, Uganda. The results show that the inclusion of time lags
alters both, the final steady-state values of the socio-economic consequences of heavy
rainfall and the time taken to stabilise. Thus, the inclusion of time lags increases the reliability of GFCMs as a means to quantitatively model the dynamics of complex systems.
Keywords: Generalised fuzzy cognitive maps, time lags, complex systems, time
relations, fuzzy logic, recurrent neural networks
1. Introduction
Cognitive maps (CMs) proposed by Axelrod [1] is a tool to analyse, real-world social
systems that are ill structured, in a graphical way. CMs were designed to capture and
analyse causal reasoning of experts with respect to a certain domain. CMs are signed
digraphs where concepts are represented as nodes, and edges are causal connections [2].
Axelrod [1] distinguishes this CMs from functional and weighted CMs. In functional
and weighted CMs the signed digraph is replaced with positive or negative numbers,
which helps explain and analyse the direction as well as the magnitude of the change.
These CMs help with the identification of key concepts and their interactions in a system
of interest, however, no dynamical analysis of the system through time is possible due
to the qualitative nature and uncertainty in numerical data obtained, which makes the
⇤
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Abstract
Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (GFCMs) is a powerful soft computing modelling method
that helps to simulate the behaviour of complex qualitative system dynamics, in a way that is
hardly possible with alternative qualitative modelling approaches. This paper aims at
modelling perceived risks associated with heavy rainfall in Kampala as well as assessing the
effectiveness of a policy option in reducing these risks by deploying GFCMs with the intent to:
(1) understand the socioeconomic, ecological and technological consequences of heavy
rainfall in Kampala, Uganda and (2) evaluate possible policy measures in mitigating floods
and their associated risks. The simulation results of the base-storyline suggest that Kampala
city does not currently have adequate and effective measures in place to reduce the risks
associated to heavy rainfall and flooding. The policy strategy co-designed with experts
suggests reduced flooding; however, it does not mitigate it completely.

Keywords: Generalised Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, complex systems modelling, climate risks,
policy analysis.

1. Introduction
Climatic changes as a result of increasing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are now evident
and so are its consequences on human and biophysical systems (IPCC, 2014, 2013). Though,
globally some regions benefit from climate change, most regions, particularly in the tropics
and higher latitudes, face adverse consequences (IPCC, 2014). For cities in sub-Saharan Africa
the expected 1.50C increase in global temperature calls for an urgent reflexion towards low
carbon, climate resilient development driven pathways using robust decision support systems
in view of the rapid population growth, deep and persistent poverty, displacement, relocation
(often forced), and emerging new climatic risks (Pelling et al., 2018).
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